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Outside Module Temp ( °F ) 
Call for Cool ( V ) Status 
Call for Heat ( W ) Status 
Call for Fan ( G / G2 ) Status 
Reversing Valve O / B Status 
Call for Stage 2 Cool ( Y2) Status 
xCall for Stage 2 Heat ( W2) Status 
Outside Air Temp ( °F ) 
Mass Flow ( lb / s ) 
Humidity ( % Rel ) 
Tstat Temp ( °F ) 
Tstat Command States 
General Purpose Sensor Input 
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Electric Hea erSta tFaul-ctrical
Variation f omb selinetoohighx
For agivenW/2patter,thindoocurr nt
measurements indicatethaelectrichea rf lso
timely rackheestablished baselinecurr t 
signature .
Predict faulb sedonincreasingequencyfdelayed
staging .
Electric Hea erTripping-ctr cal
Differential valuesexc dhighl mitov rt m
For agivenW/2pattem,thindoorcurr nt
measurements indicatethaelectrichea rf lso sustain theachievedc rrentmplitudelev lh oughi s
stages .
Predict faulb sedonincreasingequencyfdelayed
staging Heating Fault
Value doesn texc edl wimit
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For agivenW/2patter,thsplitindooemperatu e
measurements l ckanindicationofheati g,
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Heating Shutdown
Value f lsbe owdifferential limitu ingru
For agivenW/2patter,thsplitindooemperatu e
measurements indicatesthfurn ce lsos t i
the achievedemperature.
Predict faulb sedonincreasing fr qu ncy
shutdowns .
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FIG .12B
Indoor Current ( A ) 
Indoor Current FFT 
Indoor Voltage ( V ) 
Indoor Power Factor 
Indoor Power ( kW) 
Inside Module Temp ( °F ) 
Outdoor Current ( A ) 
Outdoor Voltage ( V ) 
Outdoor Power Factor 
Outdoor Power ( kW) 
Outdoor Current FFT 
Supply Air Temp ( °F ) 
Return Air Temp ( °F ) 
Supply - Liquid ( °F ) 
Suction Line Temp ( °F ) 
Supply - Retum Pressure ( in H20 ) 
Outside Module Temp ( °F ) 
Call for Cool ( V ) Status 
Call for Heat ( W ) Status 
Call for Fan ( G / G2) Status 
Reversing Valve O / B Status 
Call for Stage 2 Cool ( Y2 ) Status 
* Call for Stage 2 Heat ( W2) Status 
Outside Air Temp ( °F ) 
Mass Flow ( fb / s ) 
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Tstat Temp ( °F ) 
Tstat Command States 
General Purpose Sensor Input 
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Furnace Rest rt
Variation f omb sel netohighx
For agivenW/2pattem,thindoorcurr nt
Imeasurements provid sestimateofthsequenc  
the operational st t sf omw ichumace res art
condition isnferred.
Predict faultb sedonincreasing fr qu ncy
shutdowns . Overheating 
Variation f omb seline toohigh
For agivenW/2patte,thsplitindoor tem eratu e measurements indicateupwardd viationfrom
baseline .
Flame RollOutSwitch
X 
Loss ofheatingx
Specific tim ngoh atcy leint rrupt ondica sr p
of FRS. Blower Fault
X 
Variation f omb sel netoh ghx
Differential valuesexc dlimiov rt m
For agivenpatt nofG,W2curr ntmeasu eme t
indicates dev ationfromthbasel ne curre tsign ure.Differential pressuremeasuremental oindica es
reduction frombasel ne.
Predict faulb sedonincreasingdeviat on.
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FIG .12C
Indoor Current ( A ) 
Indoor Current FFT 
Indoor Voltage ( V ) 
Indoor Power Factor 
Indoor Power ( kW) 
Inside Module Temp ( °F ) 
Outdoor Current ( A ) 
Outdoor Voltage ( V ) 
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Outdoor Current FFT 
Supply Air Temp ( °F ) 
Return Air Temp ( °F ) 
Supply - Liquid ( °F ) 
Suction Line Temp ( °F ) 
Supply - Retum Pressure ( in H2O ) 
Outside Module Temp ( °F ) 
Call for Cool ( ) Status 
Call for Heat ( W ) Status 
Call for Fan ( G / G2 ) Status 
Reversing Valve O / B Status 
Call for Stage 2 Cool ( Y2 ) Status 
Call for Stage 2 Heat ( W2) Status 
Outside Air Temp ( °F ) 
Mass Flow ( lb / s ) 
Humidity ( % Rel ) 
Tstat Temp ( °F ) 
Tstat Command States 
General Purpose Sensor Input 
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Permanent -SplitCa acitorMotorFaul
Variation f omb selinetoohighx Differential valuesexc dhighl mit
For agivenpatt nofG,W2bl wercurr ntsteady
state measurementsre chtowardhl v lofblow r
transient over hoo.Differential pres ure
measurements showr d ctionfr mba el e.
Predict faulb sedonincreasingdeviat on.
Spark IgnitionFault
Variation f omb selinetoohigh
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Upon thestartofaheati gcycle,presence sparker isdetect dbyclassifyingthndoour ent spectral patterntharkercenfr qu ncyalo g the imsegmentb tw noccurr ncesfinduc r fan andblower.Thclassificationisperformedgainst
the baselinespark rectralignatur.Tt tof heating cycleisden ifi dbasedontho rollin sW
or W2,bytheccur encefafumacerestart. Absence orretrycadetected.Temperatur sm y be us dtoverifyhatignition d dnooccur.
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FIG .12D
Indoor Current ( A ) 
Indoor Current FFT 
Indoor Voltage ( V ) 
Indoor Power Factor 
Indoor Power ( kW ) 
Inside Module Temp ( °F ) 
Outdoor Current ( A ) 
Outdoor Voltage ( V ) 
Outdoor Power Factor 
Outdoor Power ( kW) 
Outdoor Current FFT 
Supply Air Temp ( °F ) 
Return Air Temp ( °F ) 
Supply - Liquid ( °F ) 
Suction Line Temp ( °F ) 
Supply - Return Pressure ( in H20 ) 
Outside Module Temp ( °F ) 
Call for Cool ( Y ) Status 
Call for Heat ( W ) Status 
Call for Fan ( G / G2) Status 
Reversing Valve O / B Status 
Call for Stage 2 Cool ( Y2) Status 
* Call for Stage 2 Heat ( W2) Status 
Outside Air Temp ( °F ) 
Mass Flow ( lb / s ) 
Humidity ( % Rel ) 
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General Purpose Sensor Input 
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Hot SurfaceIgnitionFault
Variation f ombasel neth gh
X x 
X x 
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Upon thestartofaheatingcycleindi at d by control linesWa d2,thpresencefig it r detected byidentifyingthstatesquenceo heating cyclefromtheind oru re tmeasu em n s.The heatingstatesequenceid n ification semploy d to alsodetecthepres nceofigniti nr tries.I presence ofignitordetected,thanomaly further analyz dbclassifyingthi doorent pattern againstthb selinei n torcurrsigna ur.
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Inducer Fana lt
Variation f omb sel netoh ghX
Upon thestartofaheati gcycle,induc rfaultsr detected byclassifyingthindoorurrentp t r
against thebaselinecurresignatur.Tt rof heating cycleisden ifi dbasedontho rollin sW
or W2,bytheccur encefafurnacrest rt.
Analysis ofFFTtopredictfaultd enstrike,
water inthhousing,bearssuese c.
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FIG .12E
Indoor Current ( A ) 
Indoor Current FFT 
Indoor Voltage ( V ) 
Indoor Power Factor 
Indoor Power ( kW 
Inside Module Temp ( °F ) 
Outdoor Current ( A ) 
Outdoor Voltage ) 
Outdoor Power Factor 
Outdoor Power ( kW ) 
Outdoor Current FFT 
Supply Air Temp ( °F ) 
Retum Air Temp ( °F ) 
Supply - Liquid ( °F ) 
Suction Line Temp ( °F ) 
Supply - Retum Pressure ( in H20 ) 
Outside Module Temp ( °F ) 
Call for Cool V ) Status 
Call for Heat ( W ) Status 
Call for Fan ( G / G2) Status 
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General Purpose Sensor Input 
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Fan PressureSwitchault
X 
Variation f omb sel netoh ghX No variation
On aheatingcycleindicat dbytheon rollin sW
and W2,FPSfaultisdentifiedb sedothndoor
current measu emen sthatindica eocc r cf
a furnacestartaulorest rtwithout e
presences ofblowerfaultandignitionretri,Indoo
current FFTmeasu emen sprovideadditio al indication ofwaternthfanhousing. Increasing frequencyofi termittentaul sp d cts
permanent fault . Flame Probault
x 
Variation f omb selinetoohighx
Differential valuesexc dhighl mit ov rt
On aheatingcycleindi at dbythecontrol linesW
and W2,flameprobaultisdentifi dbythe
occurrence fignitionret ies,ah at gshutdow and furnacerest rtollowedbyignitiontri sased
on theindoorcurrent andsplitemperature
measurements without tindicationofblowerfaul.
Indoor currentFFTmeasu emen sprovide 
differentiation fromigni orogasvalveults. Increasing frequencyofi termittentaul sp d ctsinal
fault .
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FIG .12F
Indoor Current ( A ) 
Indoor Current FFT 
Indoor Voltage ( V ) 
Indoor Power Factor 
Indoor Power ( kW) 
Inside Module Temp ( °F ) 
Outdoor Current ( A ) 
Outdoor Voltage V ) 
Outdoor Power Factor 
Outdoor Power ( kW 
Outdoor Current FFT 
Supply Air Temp ( °F ) 
Return Air Temp ( °F ) 
Supply - Liquid ( °F ) 
Suction Line Temp ( °F ) 
Supply - Return Pressure ( in H2O ) 
Outside Module Temp ( °F ) 
Call for Cool ( Y ) Status 
Call for Heat ( W ) Status 
Call for Fan ( G / G2) Status 
Reversing Valve O / B Status 
Call for Stage 2 Cool ( Y2 ) Status 
* Call for Stage 2 Heat ( W2) Status 
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Gas ValveF ult
x 
Variation f omb sel netoh ghx
Call forhe ting(W/2),buta tta  ex minehe FFT forthesignatureofgasvalve.Sequenc
depends oignitiontype.Pressureusedov r fy fan
did notrun. Frozen Coil
x 
Variation f omb sel netoh ghX
Differential valuesexc dhighl mitov rt m
Voltage ,currentFFTandp w rmeasu emen s
provide indicationofcompress ranfanaults.Directional shiftsntemperatures,vol agcur e t
FFT ,Pandpowermeasurementsrovi eindication of conditionss ste twi hoilfreez ng.
Dirty F lter
X 
Variation f omb sel netoh ghx
Changes ipower,current PFdepe d nomotor type coupl dwithadecreaseinTSndr duc pressure indicatadirtyf lter.Ma slowsen o directly indicatesflowrestric ionorPSCmotor.
Compressor capacitors
Variation f omb selinetoohigh
Differential valuesexc dhighl mitov rt m
Rapid changeipowerf ctondicatesultw gradual ch ngestoFFTorpowerfactoindicate more gradualdecline.Outs dairtemperaturefa to s
apply .
FFT analysisofstarttransitionverimep ed ct
capacitor fault
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FIG .12
Indoor Current ( A ) 
Indoor Current FFT 
Indoor Voltage ( V ) 
Indoor Power Factor 
Indoor Power ( kW) 
Inside Module Temp ( °F ) 
Outdoor Current ( A ) 
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Outdoor Current FFT 
Supply Air Temp ( °F ) 
Retum Air Temp ( °F ) 
Supply - Liquid ( °F ) 
Suction Line Temp ( °F ) 
Supply - ReturnPressure ( in H20 ) 
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Call for Cool ( ) Status 
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Fan imbalancedbe ringohousstrik
( circulatororind ce)
Variation f omb sel netoh gh
? 
FFT indicatesafanmotorsh ft,bl dore ringaul.
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Fail toco-15minutes
Differential valuesexc dlimitov rt me
With acallforooling(V),ductsupplyndretu n temperature m asurementsl ckanindicationof
cooling f rm retha15i.
Fail toco-30minutes
Differential valuesexc dlimitov rt m
With acallforo ing (Y),ductsupp yndreturni temperature m asurementsl ckanindicationof
cooling f rm retha30inut s.
Low Charge
Differential valuesexc dlimitov rt me Variation f ombasel netoh gh
With acallforo ling(Y),ductsupplyndretu n
temperature m asurementsl ckenoughcooli gand
Suction line/differentialofiquidandts de
temperature ishigh/lowcomparedobas lin
limit .AlsoOut de powermaygoow
pappan 
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FIG .12H
Indoor Current ( A ) 
Indoor Current FFT 
Indoor Voltage ( V ) 
Indoor Power Factor 
Indoor Power ( kW ) 
Inside Module Temp ( °F ) 
Outdoor Current ( A ) 
Outdoor Voltage ( V ) 
Outdoor Power Factor 
Outdoor Power ( kW) 
Outdoor Current FFT 
Supply Air Temp ( °F ) 
Retum Air Temp ( °F ) 
Supply - Liquid ( °F ) 
Suction Line Temp ( °F ) 
Supply - Return Pressure ( in H20 ) 
Outside Module Temp ( °F ) 
Call for Cool ( Y ) Status 
Call for Heat ( W ) Status 
Call for Fan ( G / G2) Status 
Reversing Valve O / B Status 
Call for Stage 2 Cool ( Y2 ) Status 
1 Call for Stage 2 Heat ( W2) Status 
Outside Air Temp ( °F ) 
Mass Flow ( b / s ) 
Humidity ( % Rel ) 
Tstat Temp ( °F ) 
Tstat Command States 
General Purpose Sensor Input 
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High Charge
Differential valuesexc dlimitov rt me Variation f omb selinetohigh
With acallforo ling(Y),liquidnetemperature
compared tooutsideaiemperatureis all. Differential indoorairtemp aturesenormalnd increase onutdoorpowe.Differ ntialfliquidand outside temperatureilowcomparedbas lin
limit .
Low IndoorAirfl w
Differential valuesexc dlimitov rt m
Variation f ombasel ne th ghx
With acallforooling(Y)ndG,retu n supply airdifferentialincreasesf ombaseline.S ction line decreas sf ombaseline.Pressurin indoor current deviatesf mbaseline pendi g
the motortype.Low OutdoorAirfl w 
Differential valuesexc dlimitov rt m Variation f omb selinetooh gh
With acallforooling(Y),differentialfliquidnd outside temperatureandooc r entincre ses
from baseline. Flow Restriction
Differential valuesexc dlimitov rt m Variation f omb sel netoh gh
With acallforo ing ),retu nndsupp yi
differentials andliqu detempera uresow.
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Indoor Current ( A ) 
Indoor Current FFT 
Indoor Voltage ( V ) 
Indoor Power Factor 
Indoor Power ( kW) 
Inside Module Temp ( °F ) 
Outdoor Current ( A ) 
Outdoor Voltage ) 
Outdoor Power Factor 
Outdoor Power ( kW) 
Outdoor Current FFT 
Supply Air Temp ( °F ) 
Return Air Temp ( °F ) 
Supply - Liquid ( °F ) 
Suction Line Temp ( °F ) 
Supply - Return Pressure ( in H20 ) 
Outside Module Temp ( °F ) 
Call for Cool ( V ) Status 
Call for Heat ( W ) Status 
Call for Fan ( G / G2) Status 
Reversing Valve O / B Status 
Call for Stage 2 Cool ( Y2 ) Status 
Call for Stage 2 Heat ( W2) Status 
Outside Air Temp ( °F ) 
Mass Flow ( b / s ) 
Humidity ( % Rel ) 
Tstat Temp ( °F ) 
Tstat Command States 
General Purpose Sensor input 
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Run CapacitorFa lt-Outdoo
Differential valuesexc dlimitov rt m Variation f omb selinetoohigh
With acallforooling(Y),p werac odecreases
rapidly ,
General Increaseinpower
Differential valuesexc dlimitov rt m Variation f ombasel netoh gh
With acallforooling(),p werincreasesom
baseline orfromm nufactur r sfunc ionfo t de 
air temperature.
General D creaseinCapacity
Differential valuesexc dlimitov rt m Variation f omb seline toohigh
With acallforooling(),retu nndsupply
temperature differen ials,airpressurndindoo
current indicateadecre snapa i y. Heat PumpFault-15minutes 
Differential valuesexc dlimitov rt m
With acallforhe ting(YndO/B),ductsupply
return aitemperaturem asurementsl ckn indication ofheatingform reth15. Heat PumpFaul-30min tes
Differential valuesexc dlimitov rt me
With acallforhe ting(YndO/B),ductsupply
return aitemperature m asu eme ts lacknindication ofheatingformorethlfu  .
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FIG .12J
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Indoor Current ( A ) 
Indoor Current FFT 
Indoor Voltage 
Indoor Power Factor 
Indoor Power ( kW ) 
Inside Module Temp ( °F ) 
Outdoor Current ( A ) 
Outdoor Voltage ( V ) 
Outdoor Power Factor 
Outdoor Power ( kW) 
Outdoor Current FFT 
Supply Air Temp ( °F ) 
Retum Air Temp ( °F ) 
Supply - Liquid ( °F ) 
Suction Line Temp ( °F ) 
Supply - Retum Pressure ( in H2O ) 
Outside Module Temp ( °F ) 
Call for Cool ( V ) Status 
Call for Heat ( W ) Status 
Call for Fan ( G / G2 ) Status 
Reversing Valve O / B Status 
| Call for Stage 2 Cool ( Y2 ) Status Call for Stage 2 Heat ( W2) Status 
Outside Air Temp ( °F ) 
Mass Flow ( lb / s ) 
Humidity ( % Rel ) 
Tstat Temp ( °F ) 
Tstat Command States 
General Purpose Sensor Input 
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Heat PumpLowCharge
Differential valuesexc dlimitov rt me Variation f omb selinetoohigh
With acallforhe ting(Y,O/B)ductsupplyndr um air temperaturem asurementsl cknindicationof heating ,differentialsupplyairndliquidnese s
than baseli e,anddifferentialretumiremp ra ure
and liquidneise sthanbaseli e,
Heat PumpighCharge
Differential valuesexc dlimitov rt me Variation f omb sel netoh gh
With acallforHe ting(Y,O/B)supply-liquidish g
liquid andret rnidifferentialsow,outdoor
power increases. Heat PumpLowIndoorAirfl w
Differential valuesexc dlimitov rt me
Variation f omb sel netooh ghx
With acallforhe ting(Y,O/B)ndGduct
supply andreturnitemperaturem asurements high .Pressureincreasesanddoorcurrentdepart from baselinedependi gothemotoryp.
Heat PumpLowOutdoorAirfl w
Differential valuesexc dlimitov rt m Variation f omb sel netoh gh
With acallforhe ting(Y,O/B)ductsupplyndr tu n air temperaturem asurementsl cknindicationof heating asfunctionofts deirtemperature.
Outdoor powedecreases.
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FIG .12K
Indoor Current ( A ) 
Indoor Current FFT 
Indoor Voltage ( V ) 
Indoor Power Factor 
Indoor Power ( kW ) 
Inside Module Temp ( °F ) 
Outdoor Current ( A ) 
Outdoor Voltage ( V ) 
Outdoor Power Factor 
Outdoor Power ( kW ) 
Outdoor Current FFT 
Supply Air Temp ( °F ) 
Return Air Temp ( °F ) 
Supply - Liquid ( °F ) 
Suction Line Temp ( °F ) 
Supply - Return Pressure ( in H20 ) 
Outside Module Temp ( °F ) 
Call for Cool V ) Status 
Call for Heat ( W ) Status 
Call for Fan ( G / G2 ) Status 
Reversing Valve O / B Status 
Call for Stage 2 Cool ( Y2 ) Status 
Call for Stage 2 Heat ( W2) Status 
Outside Air Temp ( °F ) 
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Tstat Temp ( °F ) 
Tstat Command States 
General Purpose Sensor Input 
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Heat PumpFlowRestriction 
Differential valuesexc dlimitov rt m Variation f ombasel netoh gh
With acallforhe ting(Y,O/B)ductsupply ndr tur air temperaturem asurementsl cknind cationof
heating .Supplyairndliquidnet m erature differential shigh.Increasedruntime
Heat PumpIncrease inowerConsu p ion(los
of efficiency )
Differential valuesexc dlimitov rt m Variation f ombasel netoh gh
With acallforHe ting(Y,O/B)powerincreasesrom baseline orfrommanufacturer'specifications
function oftsideairtemperature. Heat PumpCapaci yDecrease
Variation f omb sel netohighx
With acallforhe ting(Y,O/B)ductsupplyndr tu n air temperaturem asurementsl cknind cationof heating .Pressureandindoorcurre tndicates decrease incapacity.Outsidairtem eratureus
Ito compensate forca aci y. Reversing ValveF ultonHea
Differential valuesexc dlimitov rt m
Call forheat(Y,O/B)buducsupplyandretu ni
temperature m asurementsindicatcooli g.
Reversing ValveF ultonCool
Differential valuesexc dlimitov rt me
Call forcoo(Y,O/B)butducsupplyandreturn i
temperature m asurementsindicatheati g.
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FIG .12L
Indoor Current ( A ) 
Indoor Current FFT 
Indoor Voltage ( V ) 
Indoor Power Factor 
Indoor Power ( kW) 
Inside Module Temp ( °F ) 
Outdoor Current ( A ) 
Outdoor Voltage ( ) 
Outdoor Power Factor 
Outdoor Power ( kW) 
Outdoor Current FFT 
Supply Air Temp ( °F ) 
Return Air Temp ( °F ) 
Supply - Liquid ( °F ) 
Suction Line Temp ( °F ) 
Supply - Retum Pressure ( in H2O ) 
Outside Module Temp ( °F ) 
Call for Cool ( Y ) Status 
Call for Heat ( W ) Status 
Call for Fan ( G / G2 ) Status 
Reversing Valve O / B Status 
Call for Stage 2 Cool ( Y2 ) Status 
Call for Stage 2 Heat ( W2) Status 
Outside Air Temp ( °F ) 
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Humidity ( % Rel ) 
Tstat Temp ( °F ) 
Tstat Command States 
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Defrost Faul
Differential valuesexc dlimitov rt me
Evaluate perform ncef rch nges indicativoffa e 
to defrostueRVfaul
Evaluate perform ncef rch ngesindicativofs
and observedfailuretoctivatdefrost Excessive CompressorTripp ng 
Differential valuesexc dlimitov rt me
Call forcoolingrhe t(Y,2O/B)ductsupply
and returnitemperaturem asurementsl ck indication ofcooling/heatw hrap dd creasen
outdoor fanmotc rre t.
Compressor Shortycling-PressureLimits
Differential valuesexc dlimitov rt m
Call forcooling(Y),ductsupplyandretu ni
temperature m asurementsl ckanindicationof
cooling witharap ddecreaseinoutdoorrre tnd
short runtime.
Compressor Bea ingFault
Value exceedslimit
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HVAC SYSTEM REMOTE MONITORING flame in the burner 126 . A sparker may be used for an 
AND DIAGNOSIS intermittent pilot implementation or for direct burner igni 
tion . Another ignition option includes a hot surface igniter , 
CROSS - REFERENCE TO RELATED which heats a surface to a high enough temperature that 
APPLICATIONS 5 when gas is introduced , the heated surface causes combus 
tion to begin . Fuel for combustion , such as natural gas , may 
This application is a continuation of U . S . patent applica - be provided by a gas valve 128 . 
tion Ser . No . 14 / 212 , 632 ( now U . S . Pat . No . 9 , 638 , 436 ) filed The products of combustion are exhausted outside of the 
on Mar . 14 , 2014 , which claims the benefit of U . S . Provi - residence , and an inducer blower 134 may be turned on prior 
sional Application No . 61 / 800 , 636 filed on Mar . 15 , 2013 10 to ignition of the burner 126 . The inducer blower 134 
and U . S . Provisional Application No . 61 / 809 , 222 filed on provides a draft to remove the products of combustion from 
Apr . 5 , 2013 . The entire disclosures of the above applica the burner 126 . The inducer blower 134 may remain running 
tions are incorporated herein by reference . while the burner 126 is operating . In addition , the inducer 
blower 134 may continue running for a set period of time 
FIELD after the burner 126 turns off . In a high efficiency furnace , 
the products of combustion may not be hot enough to have 
The present disclosure relates to environmental comfort sufficient buoyancy to exhaust via conduction . Therefore , 
systems and more particularly to remote monitoring and the inducer blower 134 creates a draft to exhaust the 
diagnosis of residential and light commercial environmental products of combustion . 
comfort systems . 20 A single enclosure , which will be referred to as an air 
handler unit 208 , may include the filter 110 , the circulator 
BACKGROUND blower 114 , the control module 118 , the burner 126 , the heat 
exchanger 130 , the inducer blower 134 , an expansion valve 
The background description provided herein is for the 188 , an evaporator 192 , and a condensate pan 196 . 
purpose of generally presenting the context of the disclo - 25 In the HVAC system of FIG . 1 , a split air conditioning 
sure . Work of the presently named inventors , to the extent it system is also shown . Refrigerant is circulated through a 
is described in this background section , as well as aspects of compressor 180 , a condenser 184 , the expansion valve 188 , 
the description that may not otherwise qualify as prior art at and the evaporator 192 . The evaporator 192 is placed in 
the time of filing , are neither expressly nor impliedly admit - series with the supply air so that when cooling is desired , the 
ted as prior art against the present disclosure . 30 evaporator removes heat from the supply air , thereby cool 
A residential or light commercial HVAC ( heating , venti - ing the supply air . During cooling , the evaporator 192 is 
lation , or air conditioning ) system controls environmental cold , which causes water vapor to condense . This water 
parameters , such as temperature and humidity , of a resi - vapor is collected in the condensate pan 196 , which drains 
dence . The HVAC system may include , but is not limited to , or is pumped out . 
components that provide heating , cooling , humidification , 35 A control module 200 receives a cool request from the 
and dehumidification . The target values for the environmen - control module 118 and controls the compressor 180 accord 
tal parameters , such as a temperature set point , may be ingly . The control module 200 also controls a condenser fan 
specified by a homeowner . 204 , which increases heat exchange between the condenser 
In FIG . 1 , a block diagram of an example HVAC system 184 and outside air . In such a split system , the compressor 
is presented . In this particular example , a forced air system 40 180 , the condenser 184 , the control module 200 , and the 
with a gas furnace is shown . Return air is pulled from the condenser fan 204 are located outside of the residence , often 
residence through a filter 110 by a circulator blower 114 . The in a single condensing unit 212 . 
circulator blower 114 , also referred to as a fan , is controlled In various implementations , the control module 200 may 
by a control module 118 . The control module 118 receives simply include a run capacitor , a start capacitor , and a 
signals from a thermostat 122 . For example only , the ther - 45 contactor or relay . In fact , in certain implementations , the 
mostat 122 may include one or more temperature set points start capacitor may be omitted , such as when a scroll 
specified by the homeowner . compressor instead of a reciprocating compressor is being 
The thermostat 122 may direct that the circulator blower used . The compressor 180 may be a variable capacity 
114 be turned on at all times or only when a heat request or compressor and may respond to a multiple - level cool 
cool request is present . The circulator blower 114 may also 50 request . For example , the cool request may indicate a 
be turned on at a scheduled time or on demand . In various mid - capacity call for cool or a high - capacity call for cool . 
implementations , the circulator blower 114 can operate at The electrical lines provided to the condensing unit 212 
multiple speeds or at any speed within a predetermined may include a 240 volt mains power line and a 24 volt 
range . One or more switching relays ( not shown ) may be switched control line . The 24 volt control line may corre 
used to control the circulator blower 114 and / or to select a 55 spond to the cool request shown in FIG . 1 . The 24 volt 
speed of the circulator blower 114 . control line controls operation of the contactor . When the 
The thermostat 122 also provides the heat and / or cool control line indicates that the compressor should be on , the 
requests to the control module 118 . When a heat request is contactor contacts close , connecting the 240 volt power 
made , the control module 118 causes a burner 126 to ignite . supply to the compressor 180 . In addition , the contactor may 
Heat from combustion is introduced to the return air pro - 60 connect the 240 volt power supply to the condenser fan 204 . 
vided by the circulator blower 114 in a heat exchanger 130 . In various implementations , such as when the condensing 
The heated air is supplied to the residence and is referred to unit 212 is located in the ground as part of a geothermal 
as supply air . system , the condenser fan 204 may be omitted . When the 
The burner 126 may include a pilot light , which is a small 240 volt mains power supply arrives in two legs , as is 
constant flame for igniting the primary flame in the burner 65 common in the U . S . , the contactor may have two sets of 
126 . Alternatively , an intermittent pilot may be used in contacts , and is referred to as a double - pole single - throw 
which a small flame is first lit prior to igniting the primary switch . 
ir 
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Monitoring of operation of components in the condensing The second enclosure includes at least one of a compressor 
unit 212 and the air handler unit 208 has traditionally been and a heat pump heat exchanger . The second monitoring 
performed by multiple discrete sensors , measuring current device ( i ) measures an aggregate current supplied to a 
individually to each component . For example , a sensor may plurality of components of the second enclosure and ( ii ) 
sense the current drawn by a motor , another sensor measures 5 transmits second current data based on the measured aggre 
resistance or current flow of an igniter , and yet another gate current to the monitoring device . The monitoring device 
sensor monitors a state of a gas valve . However , the cost of transmits the second current data to the monitoring server . 
these sensors and the time required for installation has made In other features , the plurality of components of the 
monitoring cost prohibitive . HVAC system includes at least two components selected 10 from : a flame sensor , a solenoid - operated gas valve , a hot SUMMARY surface igniter , a circulator blower motor , an inducer blower 
A monitoring system for a heating , ventilation , and air motor , a compressor , a pressure switch , a capacitor , an air 
conditioning ( HVAC ) system of a building includes a moni filter , a condensing coil , an evaporating coil , and a contactor . 
toring device installed at the building , a monitoring server 15 A method of monitoring a heating , ventilation , and air 
located remotely from the building , and a review server . The conditioning ( HVAC ) system of a building includes , using a 
monitoring device measures an aggregate current supplied to monitoring device installed at the building , measuring an 
a plurality of components of the HVAC system and transmits aggregate current supplied to a plurality of components of 
current data based on the measured aggregate current . The the HVAC system . The method further includes transmitting 
monitoring server receives the transmitted current data and , 20 current data based on the measured aggregate current to a 
based on the received current data , assesses whether a failure monitoring server located remotely from the building . The 
has occurred in a first component of the plurality of com method further includes , at the monitoring server , assessing 
ponents of the HVAC system and assesses whether a failure whether a failure has occurred in a first component of the 
has occurred in a second component of the plurality of plurality of components of the HVAC system based on 
components of the HVAC system . The monitoring server 25 current data received from the monitoring device . The 
generates a first advisory in response to determining that the method further includes , at the monitoring server , assessing 
failure has occurred in the first component . The review whether a failure has occurred in a second component of the 
server provides the first advisory to a technician for review . plurality of components of the HVAC system . The method In response to the technician verifying that the failure has further includes generating a first advisory in response to 
occurred in the first component , the review server transmits 30 dete determining that the failure has occurred in the first com a first alert . ponent . The method further includes providing the first In other features , the monitoring server ( i ) selectively 
advisory to a technician for review . The method further predicts an impending failure of the first component based includes , in response to the technician verifying that the on the received current data and ( ii ) generates a second 
advisory in response to the prediction of impending failure 35 35 failure has occurred in the first component , transmitting a 
of the first component . The monitoring server ( i ) selectively first alert . 
predicts an impending failure of the second component In other features , the method further includes selectively 
based on the received current data and ( ii ) generates a third predicting an impending failure of the first component based 
advisory in response to the prediction of impending failure on the received current data , and generating a second 
of the second component . 40 advisory in response to the prediction of impending failure 
In other features , the review server transmits the first alert of the first component . The method further includes selec 
to at least one of a customer and a contractor . The review tively predicting an impending failure of the second com 
server transmits the first alert to the contractor regardless of ponent based on the received current data , and generating a 
a first piece of data , and only selectively transmits the first third advisory in response to the prediction of impending 
alert to the customer based on the first piece of data . A 45 failure of the second component . 
second advisory is generated in response to the monitoring In other features , the first alert is transmitted to at least one 
server determining that the failure has occurred in the of a customer and a contractor . The first alert is transmitted 
second component . The review server provides the second to the contractor regardless of a first piece of data , and only 
advisory to one of a plurality of technicians for review . The selectively transmitted to the customer based on the first 
plurality of technicians includes the technician . The review 50 piece of data . The method further includes generating a 
server , in response to the technician verifying that the failure second advisory in response to determining that the failure 
has occurred in the second component , transmits a second has occurred in the second component , providing the second 
alert . advisory to one of a plurality of technicians for review , 
In other features , the monitoring device samples the wherein the plurality of technicians includes the technician , 
aggregate current over a time period , performs a frequency 55 and in response to the technician verifying that the failure 
domain analysis on the samples over the time period , and has occurred in the second component , transmitting a second 
transmits frequency domain data to the monitoring server . alert . 
The monitoring server identifies transition points in the In other features , the method further includes sampling 
current data and analyzes the frequency domain data around the aggregate current over a time period , performing a 
the identified transition points . The monitoring server deter - 60 frequency domain analysis on the samples over the time 
mines whether the failure has occurred in the first compo - period , and transmitting frequency domain data to the moni 
nent by comparing the frequency domain data to baseline toring server . The method further includes identifying tran 
data . The monitoring device records control signals from a sition points in the current data , and analyzing the frequency 
thermostat and transmits information based on the control domain data around the identified transition points . The 
signals to the monitoring server . 65 method further includes determining whether the failure has 
In other features , a second monitoring device is located in occurred in the first component by comparing the frequency 
close proximity to a second enclosure of the HVAC system . domain data to baseline data . The method further includes 
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recording control signals from a thermostat , and transmitting In the drawings , reference numbers may be reused to 
information based on the control signals to the monitoring identify similar and / or identical elements . 
server . 
In other features , the method further includes , at a second DETAILED DESCRIPTION 
monitoring device located in close proximity to a second 5 
enclosure of the HVAC system , measuring an aggregate According to the present disclosure , sensing / monitoring 
current supplied to a plurality of components of the second modules can be integrated with a residential or light com 
enclosure , wherein the second enclosure includes at least mercial HVAC ( heating , ventilation , or air conditioning ) 
one of a compressor and a heat pump heat exchanger . The system . As used in this application , the term HVAC can 
method further includes transmitting second current data 10 encompass all environmental comfort systems in a building , including heating , cooling , humidifying , and dehumidifying , based on the measured aggregate current from the second and covers devices such as furnaces , heat pumps , humidi monitoring device to the monitoring device . The method fiers , dehumidifiers , and air conditioners . The term HVAC is further includes transmitting the second current data to the a broad term , in that an HVAC system according to this 
monitoring server . The plurality of components of the 15 application does not necessarily include both heating and air HVAC system includes at least two components selected conditioning , and may instead have only one or the other . 
from : a flame sensor , a solenoid - operated gas valve , a hot In split HVAC systems with an air handler unit ( often . 
surface igniter , a circulator blower motor , an inducer blower indoors ) and a condensing unit ( often , outdoors ) , an air 
motor , a compressor , a pressure switch , a capacitor , an air handler monitor module and a condensing monitor module , 
filter , a condensing coil , an evaporating coil , and a contactor . 20 respectively , can be used . The air handler monitor module 
and the condensing monitor module may be integrated by 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS the manufacturer of the HVAC system , may be added at the 
time of the installation of the HVAC system , and / or may be 
The present disclosure will become more fully understood retrofitted to an existing system . 
from the detailed description and the accompanying draw - 25 The air handler monitor and condensing monitor modules 
ings , wherein : monitor operating parameters of associated components of 
FIG . 1 is a block diagram of an example HVAC system the HVAC system . For example , the operating parameters 
according to the prior art ; may include power supply current , power supply voltage , 
FIG . 2 is a functional block diagram of an example operating and ambient temperatures , fault signals , and con 
monitoring system showing an HVAC system of a single 30 trol signals . The air handler monitor and condensing monitor 
building ; modules may communicate data between each other , while 
FIGS . 3A - 3C are functional block diagrams of control one or both of the air handler monitor and condensing 
monitor modules uploads data to a remote location . The signal interaction with an air handler monitor module ; 
FIG . 4A is a functional block diagram of an example , remote location may be accessible via any suitable network , 35 including the Internet . implementation of an air handler monitor module ; The remote location includes one or more computers , FIG . 4B is a functional block diagram of an example which will be referred to as servers . The servers execute a implementation of a condensing monitor module ; monitoring system on behalf of a monitoring company . The 
FIG . 5A is a functional block diagram of an example monitoring system receives and processes the data from the 
system including an implementation of an air handler moni - 40 air handler monitor and condensing monitor modules of 
tor module ; customers who have such systems installed . The monitoring 
FIG . 5B is a functional block diagram of an example system can provide performance information , diagnostic 
system including an implementation of a condensing moni - alerts , and error messages to a customer and / or third parties , 
tor module ; such as a designated HVAC contractor . 
FIG . 5C is a high level functional block diagram of an 45 The air handler monitor and condensing monitor modules 
example system including an implementation of a remote may each sense an aggregate current for the respective unit 
monitoring system ; without measuring individual currents of individual compo 
FIG . 5D is a functional block diagram of another example nents . The aggregate current data may be processed using 
system including an implementation of an air handler moni - frequency domain analysis , statistical analysis , and state 
tor module ; 50 machine analysis to determine operation of individual com 
FIGS . 6A and 6B are flowcharts depicting brief overviews ponents based on the aggregate current data . This processing 
of example installation procedures in retrofit applications ; may happen partially or entirely in a server environment , 
FIG . 7 is a flowchart of example operation in capturing remote from the customer ' s building or residence . 
frames of data ; Based on measurements from the air handler monitor and 
FIG . 8 is an example functional schematic of example 55 condensing monitor modules , the monitoring company can 
HVAC components ; determine whether HVAC components are operating at their 
FIG . 9 is an example time domain trace of aggregate peak performance and can advise the customer and the 
current for a beginning of a heat cycle ; contractor when performance is reduced . This performance 
FIGS . 10A - 10C are example illustrations of graphical reduction may be measured for the system as a whole , such 
displays presented to a customer ; 60 as in terms of efficiency , and / or may be monitored for one or 
FIG . 11 is an example implementation of cloud process more individual components . 
ing of captured data ; In addition , the monitoring system may detect and / or 
FIGS . 12A - 12Q are tables of inputs used in detecting predict failures of one or more components of the system . 
and / or predicting faults according to the principles of the When a failure is detected , the customer can be notified and 
present disclosure ; and 65 potential remediation steps can be taken immediately . For 
FIGS . 13A - 13F are flowcharts of example operation of example , components of the HVAC system may be shut 
triage processes for selected advisories . down to prevent or minimize damage , such as water dam 
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age , to HVAC components . The contractor can also be able to track energy usage , cycling times of the HVAC 
notified that a service call will be required . Depending on the system , and / or historical data . Efficiency and / or operating 
contractual relationship between the customer and the con - costs of the customer ' s HVAC system may be compared 
tractor , the contractor may immediately schedule a service against HVAC systems of neighbors , whose buildings will 
call to the building . 5 be subject to the same or similar environmental conditions . 
The monitoring system may provide specific information This allows for direct comparison of HVAC system and 
to the contractor , including identifying information of the overall building efficiency because environmental variables , 
customer ' s HVAC system , including make and model num - such as temperature and wind , are controlled . 
bers , as well as indications of the specific part numbers that The monitoring system can be used by the contractor 
appear to be failing . Based on this information , the contrac - 10 during and after installation and during and after repair ( i ) to 
tor can allocate the correct repair personnel that have expe - verify operation of the air handler monitor and condensing 
rience with the specific HVAC system and / or component . In monitor modules , as well as ( ii ) to verify correct installation 
addition , the service technician is able to bring replacement of the components of the HVAC system . In addition , the 
parts , avoiding return trips after diagnosis . customer may review this data in the monitoring system for 
Depending on the severity of the failure , the customer 15 assurance that the contractor correctly installed and config 
and / or contractor may be advised of relevant factors in ured the HVAC system . In addition to being uploaded to the 
determining whether to repair the HVAC system or replace remote monitoring service ( also referred to as the cloud ) , 
some or all of the components of the HVAC system . For monitored data may be transmitted to a local device in the 
example only , these factors may include relative costs of building . For example , a smartphone , laptop , or proprietary 
repair versus replacement , and may include quantitative or 20 portable device may receive monitoring information to 
qualitative information about advantages of replacement diagnose problems and receive real - time performance data . 
equipment . For example , expected increases in efficiency Alternatively , data may be uploaded to the cloud and then 
and / or comfort with new equipment may be provided . Based downloaded onto a local computing device , such as via the 
on historical usage data and / or electricity or other commod - Internet from an interactive web site . 
ity prices , the comparison may also estimate annual savings 25 The historical data collected by the monitoring system 
resulting from the efficiency improvement . may allow the contractor to properly specify new HVAC 
As mentioned above , the monitoring system may also components and to better tune configuration , including 
predict impending failures . This allows for preventative dampers and set points of the HVAC system . The informa 
maintenance and repair prior to an actual failure . Alerts tion collected may be helpful in product development and 
regarding detected or impending failures reduce the time 30 assessing failure modes . The information may be relevant to 
when the HVAC system is out of operation and allows for warranty concerns , such as determining whether a particular 
more flexible scheduling for both the customer and contrac - problem is covered by a warranty . Further , the information 
tor . If the customer is out of town , these alerts may prevent may help to identify conditions , such as unauthorized sys 
damage from occurring when the customer is not present to tem modifications , that could potentially void warranty 
detect the failure of the HVAC system . For example , failure 35 coverage . 
of heat in winter may lead to pipes freezing and bursting . Original equipment manufacturers may subsidize par 
Alerts regarding potential or impending failures may tially or fully the cost of the monitoring system and air 
specify statistical timeframes before the failure is expected . handler and condensing monitor modules in return for 
For example only , if a sensor is intermittently providing bad access to this information . Installation and service contrac 
data , the monitoring system may specify an expected 40 tors may also subsidize some or all of these costs in return 
amount of time before it is likely that the sensor effectively for access to this information , and for example , in exchange 
stops working due to the prevalence of bad data . Further , the for being recommended by the monitoring system . Based on 
monitoring system may explain , in quantitative or qualita - historical service data and customer feedback , the monitor 
tive terms , how the current operation and / or the potential ing system may provide contractor recommendations to 
failure will affect operation of the HVAC system . This 45 customers . 
enables the customer to prioritize and budget for repairs . In FIG . 2 , a functional block diagram of an example 
For the monitoring service , the monitoring company may system installed in a building 300 is presented . In various 
charge a periodic rate , such as a monthly rate . This charge implementations , the building may be a single - family resi 
may be billed directly to the customer and / or may be billed dence , and the customer is the homeowner , or a lessee or 
to the contractor . The contractor may pass along these 50 renter . The building 300 includes , for example only , a split 
charges to the customer and / or may make other arrange - system with an air handler unit 304 and a condensing unit 
ments , such as by requiring an up - front payment upon 308 . The condensing unit 308 includes a compressor , a 
installation and / or applying surcharges to repairs and service condenser , a condenser fan , and associated electronics , 
visits . represented collectively in FIG . 2 as compressor / condenser 
For the air handler monitor and condensing monitor 55 312 . In many systems , the air handler unit 304 is located 
modules , the monitoring company or contractor may charge inside the building 300 , while the condensing unit 308 is 
the customer the equipment cost , including the installation located outside the building 300 . 
cost , at the time of installation and / or may recoup these costs The present disclosure is not limited , and applies to other 
as part of the monthly fee . Alternatively , rental fees may be systems including , as examples only , systems where the 
charged for the air handler monitor and condensing monitor 60 components of the air handler unit 304 and the condensing 
modules , and once the monitoring service is stopped , the air unit 308 are located in close proximity to each other or even 
handler monitor and condensing monitor modules may be in a single enclosure . The single enclosure may be located 
returned . inside or outside of the building 300 . In various implemen 
The monitoring service may allow the customer and / or tations , the air handler unit 304 may be located in a 
contractor to remotely monitor and / or control HVAC com - 65 basement , garage , or attic . In ground source systems , where 
ponents , such as setting temperature , enabling or disabling heat is exchanged with the earth , the air handler unit 304 and 
heating and / or cooling , etc . In addition , the customer may be the condensing unit 308 may be located near the earth , such 
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as in a basement , crawlspace , garage , or on the first floor , include server and other computing resources , additional 
such as when the first floor is separated from the earth by analysis , such as frequency domain analysis , can be per 
only a concrete slab . formed . 
According to the principles of the present disclosure , a The frequency domain analysis may allow individual 
condensing monitor module 316 is located within or in close 5 contributions of HVAC system components to be deter 
proximity to the condensing unit 308 . The condensing mined . Some of the advantages of using an aggregate current 
monitor module 316 monitors parameters of the condensing measurement may include reducing the number of current 
unit 308 including current , voltage , and temperatures . sensors that would otherwise be necessary to monitor each 
In one implementation , the current measured is a single of the HVAC system components . This reduces bill of 
power supply current that represents the aggregate current materials costs , as well as installation costs and potential 
draw of the entire condensing unit 308 from an electrical installation problems . Further , providing a single time 
panel 318 . A current sensor 320 measures the current sup - domain current stream may reduce the amount of bandwidth 
plied to the condensing unit 308 and provides measured data necessary to upload the current data . Nevertheless , the 
to the condensing monitor module 316 . For example only , 15 present disclosure could also be used with additional current 
the condensing unit 308 may receive an AC line voltage of sensors . 
approximately 240 volts . The current sensor 320 may sense F urther , although not shown in the figures , additional 
current of one of the legs of the 240 volt power supply . A sensors , such as pressure sensors , may be included and 
voltage sensor ( not shown ) may sense the voltage of one or connected to the air handler monitor module 322 and / or the 
both of the legs of the AC voltage supply . The current sensor 20 condensing monitor module 316 . The pressure sensors may 
320 may include a current transformer , a current shunt , be associated with return air pressure or supply air pressure , 
and / or a hall effect device . In various implementations , a and / or with pressures at locations within the refrigerant 
power sensor may be used in addition to or in place of the loop . Air flow sensors may measure mass air flow of the 
current sensor 320 . Current may be calculated based on the supply air and / or the return air . Humidity sensors may 
measured power , or profiles of the power itself may be used 25 measure relative humidity of the supply air and / or the return 
to evaluate operation of components of the condensing unit air , and may also measure ambient humidity inside or 
308 . outside the building 300 . 
An air handler monitor module 322 monitors the air In various implementations , the principles of the present 
handler unit 304 . For example , the air handler monitor disclosure may be applied to monitoring other systems , such 
module 322 may monitor current , voltage , and various 30 as a hot water heater , a boiler heating system , a refrigerator , a refrigeration case , a pool heater , a pool pump / filter , etc . As temperatures . In one implementation , the air handler moni 
an example , the hot water heater may include an igniter , a tor module 322 monitors an aggregate current drawn by the gas valve ( which may be operated by a solenoid ) , an igniter , entire air handler unit 304 . When the air handler unit 304 an inducer blower , and a pump . Aggregate current readings provides power to an HVAC control module 360 , the aggre 35 can be analyzed by the monitoring company to assess gate current includes current drawn by the HVAC control operation of the individual components of the hot water 
module 360 . A current sensor 324 measures current deliv heater . Aggregate loads , such as the hot water heater or the 
ered to the air handler unit 304 by the electrical panel 318 . air handler unit 304 , may be connected to an AC power 
The current sensor 324 may be similar to the current sensor source via a smart outlet , a smart plug , or a high amp load 
320 . Voltage sensors ( not shown ) may be located near the 40 control switch , each of which may provide an indication 
current sensors 324 and 320 . The voltage sensors provide when a connected device is activated . 
voltage data to the air handler unit 304 and the condensing In one implementation , which is shown in FIG . 2 , the 
unit 308 . condensing monitor module 316 provides data to the air 
The air handler monitor module 322 and the condensing handler monitor module 322 , and the air handler monitor 
monitor module 316 may evaluate the voltage to determine 45 module 322 provides data from both the air handler monitor 
various parameters . For example , frequency , amplitude , module 322 and the condensing monitor module 316 to a 
RMS voltage , and DC offset may be calculated based on the remote monitoring system 330 . The monitoring system 330 
measured voltage . In situations where 3 - phase power is is reachable via a distributed network such as the Internet 
used , the order of the phases may be determined . Informa 334 . Alternatively , any other suitable network , such as a 
tion about when the voltage crosses zero may be used to 50 wireless mesh network or a proprietary network , may be 
synchronize various measurements and to determine fre - used . 
quency based on counting the number of zero crossings In various other implementations , the condensing monitor 
within a predetermined time period . module 316 may transmit data from the air handler monitor 
The air handler unit 304 includes a blower , a burner , and module 322 and the condensing monitor module 316 to an 
an evaporator . In various implementations , the air handler 55 external wireless receiver . The external wireless receiver 
unit 304 includes an electrical heating device instead of or may be a proprietary receiver for a neighborhood in which 
in addition to the burner . The electrical heating device may the building 300 is located , or may be an infrastructure 
provide backup or secondary heat . The condensing monitor receiver , such as a metropolitan area network ( such as 
module 316 and the air handler monitor module 322 share WiMAX ) , a WiFi access point , or a mobile phone base 
collected data with each other . When the current measured 60 station . 
is the aggregate current draw , in either the air handler I n the implementation of FIG . 2 , the air handler monitor 
monitor module 322 or the condensing monitor module 316 , module 322 relays data between the condensing monitor 
contributions to the current profile are made by each com - module 316 and the monitoring system 330 . For example , 
ponent . It may be difficult , therefore , to easily determine in the air handler monitor module 322 may access the Internet 
the time domain how the measured current corresponds to 65 334 using a router 338 of the customer . The customer router 
individual components . However , when additional process - 338 may already be present to provide Internet access to 
ing is available , such as in a monitoring system , which may other devices within the building 300 , such as a customer 
11 
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computer 342 and / or various other devices having Internet control module 360 may operate based on control signals 
connectivity , such as a DVR ( digital video recorder ) or a from a thermostat 364 . The thermostat 364 may transmit 
video gaming system . requests for fan , heat , and cool to the HVAC control module 
The air handler monitor module 322 may communicate 360 . One or more of the control signals may be intercepted 
with the customer router 338 via a gateway 346 . The 5 by the air handler monitor module 322 . Various implemen 
gateway 346 translates information received from the air tations of interaction between the control signals and the air handler monitor module 322 into TCP / IP ( Transmission handler monitor module 322 are shown below in FIGS . Control Protocol / Internet Protocol ) packets and vice versa . net Protocol ) packets and vice versa . 3A - 3C . 
The gateway 346 then forwards those packets to the cus Additional control signals may be present in various tomer router 338 . The gateway 346 may connect to the 10 HVAC systems . For example only , a heat pump may include customer router 338 using a wired or wireless connection . additional control signals , such as a control signal for a The air handler monitor module 322 may communicate with reversing valve ( not shown ) . The reversing valve selectively the gateway 346 using a wired or wireless connection . For 
reverses the flow of refrigerant from what is shown in the example , the interface between the gateway 346 and the 
customer router 338 may be Ethernet ( IEEE 802 . 3 ) or WiFi 15 figures depending on whether the system is heating the 
( IEEE 802 . 11 ) . building or cooling the building . Further , when the flow of 
The interface between the air handler monitor module 322 refrigerant is reversed , the roles of the evaporator and 
and the gateway 346 may include a wireless protocol , such condenser are reversed — i . e . , refrigerant evaporation occurs 
as Bluetooth , ZigBee ( IEEE 802 . 15 . 4 ) , 900 Megahertz , 2 . 4 in what is labeled the condenser while refrigerant conden 
Gigahertz , WiFi ( IEEE 802 . 11 ) , and other proprietary or 20 sation occurs in what is labeled as the evaporator . 
standardized protocols . The air handler monitor module 322 The thermostat 364 and / or the HVAC control module 360 
may communicate with the condensing monitor module 316 may include control signals for secondary heating and / or 
using wired or wireless protocols . For example only , the air secondary cooling , which may be activated when the pri 
handler monitor module 322 and the condensing monitor mary heating or primary cooling is insufficient . In dual fuel 
module 316 may communicate using power line communi - 25 systems , such as systems operating from either electricity or 
cations , which may be sent over a line voltage ( such as 240 natural gas , control signals related to the selection of the fuel 
volts ) or a stepped - down voltage , such as 24 volts , or a may be monitored . Further , additional status and error 
dedicated communications line . signals may be monitored , such as a defrost status signal , 
The air handler monitor module 322 and the condensing nsing which may be asserted when the compressor is shut off and 
monitor module 316 may transmit data within frames con - 30 ad a defrost heater operates to melt frost from an evaporator . forming to the Climate TalkTM standard , which may include In various implementations , the thermostat 364 may use the Climate Talk Alliance HVAC Application Profile v1 . 1 , the gateway 346 to communicate with the Internet 334 . In released Jun . 23 , 2011 , the ClimateTalk Alliance Generic one implementation , the thermostat 364 does not commu Application Profile , v1 . 1 , released Jun . 23 , 2011 , and the 
Climate Talk Alliance Application Specification , v1 . 1 , 35 nicate directly with the air handler monitor module 322 or 
released Jun . 23 , 2011 , the entire disclosures of which are the condensing monitor module 316 . Instead , the thermostat hereby incorporated by reference . In various implementa ed by reference . In various implementa 364 communicates with the monitoring system 330 , which 
tions , the gateway 346 may encapsulate Climate TalkTM may then provide information or control signals to the air 
frames into IP packets , which are transmitted to the moni - handler monitor module 322 and / or the condensing monitor 
toring system 330 . The monitoring system 330 then extracts 40 module 316 based on information from the thermostat 364 . 
the Climate TalkTM frames and parses the data contained Using the monitoring system 330 , the customer or contractor 
within the ClimateTalkTM frames . The monitoring system may send signals to the thermostat 364 to manually enable 
330 may send return information , including monitoring heating or cooling ( regardless of current temperature set 
control signals and / or HVAC control signals , using Clima tings ) , or to change set points , such as desired instant 
teTalkTM 45 temperature and temperature schedules . In addition , infor 
The wireless communications described in the present mation from the thermostat 364 , such as current temperature 
disclosure can be conducted in full or partial compliance and historical temperature trends , may be viewed . 
with IEEE standard 802 . 11 - 2012 , IEEE standard 802 . 16 - The monitoring system 330 may provide alerts for situ 
2009 , IEEE standard 802 . 20 - 2008 , and / or Bluetooth Core a tions such as detected or predicted failures to the customer 
Specification v4 . 0 . In various implementations , Bluetooth 50 computer 342 and / or to any other electronic device of the 
Core Specification v4 . 0 may be modified by one or more of customer . For example , the monitoring system 330 may 
Bluetooth Core Specification Addendums 2 , 3 , or 4 . In provide an alert to a mobile device 368 of the customer , such 
various implementations , IEEE 802 . 11 - 2012 may be supple - as a mobile phone or a tablet . The alerts are shown in FIG . 
mented by draft IEEE standard 802 . 11ac , draft IEEE stan - 2 with dashed lines indicating that the alerts may not travel 
dard 802 . 11ad , and / or draft IEEE standard 802 . 11ah . In 55 directly to the customer computer 342 or the customer 
addition , other proprietary or standardized wireless or wired mobile device 368 but may traverse , for example , the 
protocol may be used between monitor modules , gateways , Internet 334 and / or a mobile provider network ( not shown ) . 
routers , and / or access points . The alerts may take any suitable form , including text mes 
For example , the interface between the gateway 346 and sages , emails , social networking messages , voicemails , 
the customer router 338 may be Ethernet ( IEEE 802 . 3 ) or 60 phone calls , etc . 
WiFi ( IEEE 802 . 11 ) . The interface between the air handler The monitoring system 330 also interacts with a contrac 
monitor module 322 and the gateway 346 may include a tor device 372 . The contractor device 372 may then interface 
wireless protocol , such as Bluetooth , ZigBee ( IEEE with mobile devices carried by individual contractors . Alter 
802 . 15 . 4 ) , 900 Megahertz , 2 . 4 Gigahertz , WiFi ( IEEE natively , the monitoring system 330 may directly provide 
802 . 11 ) , and other proprietary or standardized protocols . 65 alerts to predetermined mobile devices of the contractor . In 
The HVAC control module 360 controls operation of the the event of an impending or detected failure , the monitoring 
air handler unit 304 and the condensing unit 308 . The HVAC system 330 may provide information regarding identifica 
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tion of the customer , identification of the HVAC system , the In FIG . 3B , the fan , heat , and cool signals are connected 
part or parts related to the failure , and / or the skills required to the air handler monitor module 322 instead of to the 
to perform the maintenance . HVAC control module 360 . The air handler monitor module 
In various implementations , the monitoring system 330 322 then provides fan , heat , and switched cool signals to the 
may transmit a unique identifier of the customer or the 5 HVAC control module 360 . In various other implementa 
building to the contractor device 372 . The contractor device tions , the air handler monitor module 322 may also switch 
372 may include a database indexed by the unique identifier , the fan and / or heat signals . 
which stores information about the customer including the In FIG . 3C , a thermostat 400 may use a proprietary or digital form of communication instead of discrete request customer ' s address , contractual information such as service 
agreements , and detailed information about the installed od 10 lines such as those used by the thermostat 364 . Especially in installations where the thermostat 400 is added after the HVAC equipment . HVAC control module 360 has been installed , an adapter The air handler monitor module 322 and the condensing 404 may translate the proprietary signals into individual fan , 
monitor module 316 may receive respective sensor signals , heat , and cool request signals . The air handler monitor 
such as water sensor signals . For example , the air handler 1 15 module 322 can then be connected similarly to FIG . 3A ( as 
monitor module 322 may receive signals from a float switch shown ) or FIG . 3B . 376 , a condensate sensor 380 , and a conduction sensor 384 . In FIG . 4A , a functional block diagram of an example 
The condensate sensor 380 may include a device as implementation of the air handler monitor module 322 is described in commonly assigned patent application Ser . No . presented . A control line monitor module 504 receives the 
13 / 162 , 798 , filed Jun . 17 , 2011 , titled Condensate Liquid 20 fan , heat , and cool request signals . A compressor interrupt 
Level Sensor and Drain Fitting , the entire disclosure of module 508 also receives the cool request signal . Based on 
which is hereby incorporated by reference . a disable signal , the compressor interrupt module 508 deac 
Where the air handler unit 304 is performing air condi - tivates the switched cool signal . Otherwise , the compressor 
tioning , condensation occurs and is captured in a condensate interrupt module 508 may pass the cool signal through as the 
pan . The condensate pan drains , often via a hose , into a floor 25 switched cool signal . 
drain or a condensate pump , which pumps the condensate to The control line monitor module 504 may also receive 
a suitable drain . The condensate sensor 380 detects whether additional control signals , depending on application , includ 
the drain hose has been plugged , a condition which will ing second stage heat , second stage cool , reversing valve 
eventually cause the condensate pan to overflow , potentially direction , defrost status signal , and dual fuel selection . 
causing damage to the HVAC system and to surrounding 30 A wireless transceiver 512 communicates using an 
portions of the building 300 . antenna 516 with a wireless host , such as a gateway 346 , a 
The air handler unit 304 may be located on a catch pan , mobile phone base station , or a WiFi ( IEEE 802 . 11 ) or 
especially in situations where the air handler unit 304 is WiMax ( IEEE 802 . 16 ) base station . A formatting module 
located above living space of the building 300 . The catch 520 forms data frames , such as Climate TalkTM frames , 
pan may include the float switch 376 . When enough liquid 35 including data acquired by the air handler monitor module 
accumulates in the catch pan , the float switch 376 provides 322 . The formatting module 520 provides the data frames to 
an over - level signal to the air handler monitor module 322 . the wireless transceiver 512 via a switching module 524 . 
The conduction sensor 384 may be located on the floor or The switching module 524 receives data frames from the 
other surface where the air handler unit 304 is located . The monitoring system 330 via the wireless transceiver 512 . 
conduction sensor 384 may sense water leaks that are for one 40 Additionally or alternatively , the data frames may include 
reason or another not detected by the float switch 376 or the control signals . The switching module 524 provides the data 
condensate sensor 380 , including leaks from other systems frames received from the wireless transceiver 512 to the 
such as a hot water heater . formatting module 520 . However , if the data frames are 
In FIG . 3A , an example of control signal interaction with destined for the condensing monitor module 316 , the switch 
the air handler monitor module 322 is presented . In this 45 ing module 524 may instead transmit those frames to a 
example , the air handler monitor module 322 taps into the power - line communication module 528 for transmission to 
fan and heat request signals . For example only , the HVAC the condensing monitor module 316 . 
control module 360 may include terminal blocks where the power supply 532 provides power to some or all of the 
fan and heat signals are received . These terminal blocks may components of the air handler monitor module 322 . The 
include additional connections where leads can be attached 50 power supply 532 may be connected to line voltage , which 
between these additional connections and the air handler may be single phase 120 volt AC power . Alternatively , the 
monitor module 322 . power supply 532 may be connected to a stepped - down 
Alternatively , leads from the air handler monitor module voltage , such as a 24 volt power supply already present in 
322 may be attached to the same location as the fan and heat the HVAC system . When the power received by the power 
signals , such as by putting multiple spade lugs underneath a 55 supply 532 is also provided to the condensing monitor 
signal screw head . The cool signal from the thermostat 364 module 316 , the power - line communication module 528 can 
may be disconnected from the HVAC control module 360 communicate with the condensing monitor module 316 via 
and attached to the air handler monitor module 322 . The air the power supply 532 . In other implementations , the power 
handler monitor module 322 then provides a switched cool supply 532 may be distinct from the power - line communi 
signal to the HVAC control module 360 . This allows the air 60 cation module 528 . The power - line communication module 
handler monitor module 322 to interrupt operation of the air 528 may instead communicate with the condensing monitor 
conditioning system , such as upon detection of water by one module 316 using another connection , such as the switched 
of the water sensors . The air handler monitor module 322 cool signal ( which may be a switched 24 volt line ) provided 
may also interrupt operation of the air conditioning system to the condensing monitor module 316 , another control line , 
based on information from the condensing monitor module 65 a dedicated communications line , etc . 
316 , such as detection of a locked rotor condition in the In various implementations , power to some components 
compressor . of the air handler monitor module 322 may be provided by 
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24 volt power from the thermostat 364 . For example only , to be turned off in return for a discount on electricity prices . 
the cool request from the thermostat 364 may provide power This shut off can be implemented via the monitoring system 
to the compressor interrupt module 508 . This may be 330 . 
possible when the compressor interrupt module 508 does not A water monitoring module 544 may monitor the con 
need to operate ( and therefore does not need to be powered ) 5 duction sensor 384 , the float switch 376 , and the condensate 
unless the cool request is present , thereby powering the sensor 380 . For example , when a resistivity of the conduc 
compressor interrupt module 508 . tion sensor 384 decreases below a certain value , which 
Data frames from the condensing monitor module 316 are would happen in the presence of water , the water monitoring 
provided to the switching module 524 , which forwards those module 544 may signal to the error module 540 that water 
frames to the wireless transceiver 512 for transmission to the 10 is present . 
gateway 346 . In various implementations , data frames from The water monitoring module 544 may also detect when 
the condensing monitor module 316 are not processed by the the float switch 376 detects excessive water , which may be 
air handler monitor module 322 other than to forward the indicated by a closing or an opening of the float switch 376 . 
frames to the gateway 346 . In other implementations , the air 1 The water monitoring module 544 may also detect when 
handler monitor module 322 may combine data gathered by resistivity of the condensate sensor 380 changes . In various 
the air handler monitor module 322 with data gathered by implementations , detection of the condensate sensor 380 
the condensing monitor module 316 and transmit combined may not be armed until a baseline current reading is made , 
data frames . such as at the time when the air handler monitor module 322 
In addition , the air handler monitor module 322 may 20 is powered on . Once the condensate sensor 380 is armed , a 
perform data gathering or remedial operations based on the change in current may be interpreted as an indication that a 
information from the condensing monitor module 316 . For blockage has occurred . Based on any of these water signals , 
example only , the condensing monitor module 316 may the water monitoring module 544 may signal to the error 
transmit a data frame to the air handler monitor module 322 module 540 that the compressor should be disabled . 
indicating that the air handler monitor module 322 should 25 A temperature tracking module 548 tracks temperatures of 
monitor various inputs . For example only , the condensing one or more HVAC components . For example , the tempera 
monitor module 316 may signal that the compressor is about ture tracking module 548 may monitor the temperature of 
to start running or has started running . The air handler supply air and of return air . The temperature tracking 
monitor module 322 may then monitor related information . module 548 may provide average values of temperature to 
Therefore , the formatting module 520 may provide such 30 the formatting module 520 . For example only , the averages 
a monitoring indication from the condensing monitor mod - may be running averages . The filter coefficients of the 
ule 316 to a trigger module 536 . The trigger module 536 running averages may be predetermined and may be modi 
determines when to capture data , or if data is being con - fied by the monitoring system 330 . 
tinuously captured , which data to store , process , and / or T he temperature tracking module 548 may monitor one or 
forward . The trigger module 536 may also receive a signal 35 more temperatures related to the air conditioning system . 
from an error module 540 . The error module 540 may For example , a liquid line provides refrigerant to an expan 
monitor an incoming current and generate an error signal sion valve of the air handler unit 304 from a condenser of the 
when the current is greater than a predetermined threshold condensing unit 308 . A temperature may be measured along 
for greater than a predetermined amount of time . the refrigerant line before and / or after the expansion valve . 
The condensing monitor module 316 may be configured 40 The expansion valve may include , for example , a thermo 
similarly to the air handler monitor module 322 . In the static expansion valve , a capillary tube , or an automatic 
condensing monitor module 316 , a corresponding error expansion valve . 
module may determine that a high current level indicates a The temperature tracking module 548 may additionally or 
locked rotor condition of the compressor . For example only , alternatively monitor one or more temperatures of an evapo 
a baseline run current may be stored , and a current threshold 45 rator coil of the air handler unit 304 . The temperatures may 
calculated by multiplying the baseline run current by a be measured along the refrigerant line at or near the begin 
predetermined factor . The locked rotor condition may then ning of the evaporator coil , at or near an end of the 
be determined when a measurement of current exceeds the evaporator coil , or at one or more midpoints . In various 
current threshold . This processing may occur locally implementations , the placement of the temperature sensor 
because a quick response time to a locked rotor is beneficial . 50 may be dictated by physical accessibility of the evaporator 
The error module 540 may instruct the trigger module 536 coil . The temperature tracking module 548 may be informed 
to capture information to help diagnose this error and / or may of the location of the temperature sensor . Alternatively , data 
send a signal to the compressor interrupt module 508 to about temperature location may be stored as part of instal 
disable the compressor . The disable signal received by the lation data , which may be available to the formatting module 
compressor interrupt module 508 may cause disabling of the 55 520 and / or to the monitoring system 330 , which can use this 
compressor interrupt module 508 when either the error information to accurately interpret the received temperature 
module 540 or the formatting module 520 indicates that the 
interruption is required . This logical operation is illustrated A power calculation module 552 monitors voltage and 
with an OR gate 542 . current . In one implementation , these are the aggregate 
The formatting module 520 may disable the compressor 60 power supply voltage and the aggregate power supply 
based on an instruction from the monitoring system 330 current , which represents the total current consumed by all 
and / or the condensing monitor module 316 . For example , of the components of the air handler unit 304 . The power 
the monitoring system 330 may instruct the formatting calculation module 552 may perform a point - by - point power 
module 520 to disable the compressor , or reduce the capacity calculation by multiplying the voltage and current . Point 
or output ( therefore power draw ) of the compressor , based 65 by - point power values and / or an average value of the 
on a request by a utility company . For example , during peak point - by - point power is provided to the formatting module 
load times , the utility company may request air conditioning 520 . 
to 
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A current recording module 556 records values of the a flag indicating the source of the trigger signal . Each of 
aggregate current over a period of time . The aggregate these values may correspond to a predetermined window of 
current may be sensed by a current sensor that is installed time , or , frame length . 
within the air handler unit 304 or along the electrical cable The voltage and current signals may be sampled by an 
providing power to the air handler unit 304 ( see current 5 analog - to - digital converter at a certain rate , such as 1920 
sensor 324 in FIG . 2 ) . For example only , the current sensor samples per second . The frame length may be measured in 
may be located at a master switch that selectively supplies terms of samples . When a frame is 256 samples long , at a 
the incoming power to the air handler unit 304 . Alterna - sample rate of 1920 samples per second , there are 7 . 5 frames 
tively , the current sensor may be located closer to , or inside every second ( or , 0 . 1333 seconds per frame ) . Generation of 
of , an electrical distribution panel . The current sensor may 10 the trigger signal is described in more detail below in FIG . 
be installed in line with one or more of the electrical wires 7 . The sampling rate of 1920 Hz has a Nyquist frequency of 
feeding current from the electrical distribution panel to the 960 Hz and therefore allows an FFT bandwidth of up to 
air handler unit 304 . approximately 960 Hz . An FFT limited to the time span of 
The aggregate current includes current drawn by all a single frame may be calculated by the FFT module 560 for 
energy - consuming components of the air handler unit 304 . 15 each of the frames . 
For example only , the energy - consuming components can The formatting module 520 may receive a request for a 
include a gas valve solenoid , an igniter , a circulator blower single frame from the monitoring system 330 . The format 
motor , an inducer blower motor , a secondary heat source , an ting module 520 therefore provides a single frame in 
expansion valve controller , a furnace control panel , a con - response to the request . For example only , the monitoring 
densate pump , and a transformer , which may provide power 20 system 330 may request a frame every 30 seconds or some 
to a thermostat . The energy - consuming components may other periodic interval , and the corresponding data may be 
also include the air handler monitor module 322 itself and provided to a contractor monitoring the HVAC system in 
the condensing monitor module 316 . real time . 
It may be difficult to isolate the current drawn by any In FIG . 4B , an example implementation of the condensing 
individual energy - consuming component . Further , it may be 25 monitor module 316 is shown . Components of the condens 
difficult to quantify or remove distortion in the aggregate ing monitor module 316 may be similar to components of 
current , such as distortion that may be caused by fluctuations the air handler monitor module 322 of FIG . 4A . For example 
of the voltage level of incoming AC power . As a result , only , the condensing monitor module 316 may include the 
processing is applied to the current , which includes , for same hardware components as the air handler monitor 
example only , filtering , statistical processing , and frequency 30 module 322 , where unused components , such as the wireless 
domain processing . transceiver 512 , are simply disabled or deactivated . In 
In the implementation of FIG . 4A , the time domain series various other implementations , a circuit board layout may be 
of currents from the current recording module 556 is pro - shared between the air handler monitor module 322 and the 
vided to a fast Fourier transform ( FFT ) module 560 , which condensing monitor module 316 , with various locations on 
generates a frequency spectrum from the time domain 35 the printed circuit board being depopulated ( corresponding 
current values . The length of time and the frequency bins to components present in the air handler monitor module 
used by the FFT module 560 may be configurable by the 322 but not implemented in the condensing monitor module 
monitoring system 330 . The FFT module 560 may include , 316 ) . 
or be implemented by , a digital signal processor ( DSP ) . In The current recording module 556 of FIG . 4B receives an 
various implementations , the FFT module 560 may perform 40 aggregate current value ( such as from current sensor 320 of 
a discrete Fourier transform ( DFT ) . The current recording FIG . 2 ) that represents the current to multiple energy 
module 556 may also provide raw current values , an average consuming components of the condensing unit 308 . The 
current value ( such as an average of absolute values of the energy - consuming components may include start windings , 
current ) , or an RMS current value to the formatting module run windings , capacitors , and contactors / relays for a con 
520 . 45 denser fan motor and a compressor motor . The energy 
A clock 564 allows the formatting module 520 to apply a consuming components may also include a reversing valve 
time stamp to each data frame that is generated . In addition , solenoid , a control board , and in some implementations the 
the clock 564 may allow the trigger module 536 to periodi - condensing monitor module 316 itself . 
cally generate a trigger signal . The trigger signal may initiate In the condensing monitoring module 316 , the tempera 
collection and / or storage and processing of received data . 50 ture tracking module 548 may track an ambient temperature . 
Periodic generation of the trigger signal may allow the When the condensing monitor module 316 is located out 
monitoring system 330 to receive data from the air handler doors , the ambient temperature represents an outside tem 
monitor module 322 frequently enough to recognize that the perature . As discussed above , the temperature sensor sup 
air handler monitor module 322 is still functioning . plying the ambient temperature may be located outside of an 
A voltage tracking module 568 measures the AC line 55 enclosure housing a compressor or condenser . Alternatively , 
voltage , and may provide raw voltage values or an average the temperature sensor may be located within the enclosure , 
voltage value ( such as an average of absolute values of the but exposed to circulating air . In various implementations 
voltage ) to the formatting module 520 . Instead of average the temperature sensor may be shielded from direct sunlight 
values , other statistical parameters may be calculated , such and may be exposed to an air cavity that is not directly 
as RMS ( root mean squared ) or mean squared . 60 heated by sunlight . In various implementations , online ( in 
Based on the trigger signal , a series of frames may be cluding Internet - based ) weather data based on geographical 
generated and sent . For example only , the frames may be location of the building may be used to determine sun load , 
generated contiguously for 105 seconds and then intermit - ambient air temperature , precipitation , and humidity . 
tently for every 15 seconds until 15 minutes has elapsed . The temperature tracking module 548 may monitor tem 
Each frame may include a time stamp , RMS voltage , RMS 65 peratures of the refrigerant line at various points , such as 
current , real power , average temperature , conditions of before the compressor ( referred to as a suction line tem 
status signals , status of liquid sensors , FFT current data , and perature ) , after the compressor ( referred to as a compressor 
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discharge temperature ) , after the condenser ( referred to as a condensate pan 196 and therefore the location of the con 
liquid line out temperature ) , and / or at one or more points densate sensor 612 , may be external to the air handler unit 
along the condenser coil . The location of temperature sen 208 . 
sors may be dictated by a physical arrangement of the A return air sensor 616 is located in a return air plenum 
condenser coils . Additionally or alternatively to the liquid 5 620 . The return air sensor 616 may measure temperature , 
line out temperature sensor , a liquid line in temperature pressure , and / or mass airflow . In various implementations , a 
sensor may be used . During installation , the location of the thermistor may be multiplexed as both a temperature sensor 
temperature sensors may be recorded . and a hot wire mass airflow sensor . In various implementa 
Additionally or alternatively , a database may be available tions , the return air sensor 616 is upstream of the filter 110 
that specifies where temperature sensors are placed . This 10 but downstream of any bends in the return air plenum 620 . 
database may be referenced by installers and may allow for supply air sensor 624 is located in a supply air plenum 
accurate cloud processing of the temperature data . The 628 . The supply air sensor 624 may measure air temperature , 
database may be used for both air handler sensors and air pressure , and / or mass air flow . The supply air sensor 624 
compressor / condenser sensors . The database may be pre - may include a thermistor that is multiplexed to measure both 
populated by the monitoring company or may be developed 15 temperature and , as a hot wire sensor , mass airflow . In 
by trusted installers , and then shared with other installation various implementations , such as is shown in FIG . 5A , the 
contractors . The temperature tracking module 548 and / or a supply air sensor 624 may be located downstream of the 
cloud processing function may determine an approach tem - evaporator 192 but upstream of any bends in the supply air 
perature , which is a measurement of how close the con - plenum 628 . 
denser has been able to make the liquid line out temperature 20 The air handler monitor module 600 also receives a 
to the ambient air temperature . suction line temperature from a suction line temperature 
In FIG . 5A , the air handler unit 208 of FIG . 1 is shown for sensor 632 . The suction line temperature sensor 632 mea 
reference . Because the systems of the present disclosure can sures refrigerant temperature in the refrigerant line between 
be used in retrofit applications , elements of the air handler the evaporator 192 and the compressor 180 ( shown in FIG . 
unit 208 can remain unmodified . The air handler monitor 25 5B ) . A liquid line temperature sensor 636 measures refrig 
module 600 and the condensing monitor module 640 can be erant temperature of refrigerant in a liquid line traveling 
installed in an existing system without needing to replace the from the condenser 184 ( shown in FIG . 5B ) to the expansion 
original thermostat 122 shown in FIG . 1 . However , to enable valve 188 . The air handler monitor module 600 may include 
certain additional functionality , such as WiFi communica - one or more expansion ports to allow for connection of 
tion and / or display of alert messages , the thermostat 122 of 30 additional sensors and / or to allow connection to other 
FIG . 1 may be replaced with the thermostat 364 , as shown . devices , such as a home security system , a proprietary 
When installing an air handler monitor module 600 in the handheld device for use by contractors , or a portable com 
air handler unit 208 , power is provided to the air handler puter . 
monitor module 600 . For example , a transformer 604 can be The air handler monitor module 600 also monitors control 
connected to an AC line in order to provide AC power to the 35 signals from the thermostat 364 . Because one or more of 
air handler monitor module 600 . The air handler monitor these control signals is also transmitted to the condensing 
module 600 may measure voltage of the incoming line based until is also transmitted to the condensing unit 212 ( shown 
on this transformed power supply . For example , the trans - in FIG . 5B ) , these control signals can be used for commu 
former 604 may be a 10 - to - 1 transformer and therefore nication between the air handler monitor module 600 and a 
provide either a 12V or 24V AC supply to the air handler 40 condensing monitor module 640 ( shown in FIG . 5B ) . The air 
monitor module 600 depending on whether the air handler handler monitor module 600 communicates with the cus 
unit 208 is operating on nominal 120V or nominal 240V tomer router 338 , such as using IEEE 802 . 11 , also known as 
power . WiFi . As discussed above although WiFi is discussed in this 
Acurrent sensor 608 measures incoming current to the air example , communication according to the present disclosure 
handler unit 208 . The current sensor 608 may include a 45 can be performed over a variety of wired and wireless 
current transformer that snaps around one power lead of the communication protocols . 
incoming AC power . In various other implementations , The thermostat 364 may also communicate with the 
electrical parameters ( such as voltage , current , and power customer router 338 using WiFi . In various implementa 
factor ) may be measured at a different location , such as at an tions , the air handler monitor module 600 and the thermostat 
electrical panel providing power to the building from the 50 364 do not communicate directly ; however , because they are 
electrical utility , as shown in FIG . 2 at 318 . both connected through the customer router 338 to a remote 
For simplicity of illustration , the control module 118 is monitoring system , the remote monitoring system may 
not shown to be connected to the various components and allow for control of one based on inputs from the other . 
sensors of the air handler unit 208 . In addition , routing of the Specifically , various faults identified based on information 
AC power to various powered components of the air handler 55 from the air handler monitor module 600 may cause the 
unit 208 , such as the circulator blower 114 , the gas valve remote monitoring system to adjust temperature set points of 
128 , and the inducer blower 134 , are also not shown for the thermostat 364 and / or display warning or alert messages 
simplicity . The current sensor 608 measures the entire on the thermostat 364 . 
current entering the air handler unit 208 and therefore In FIG . 5B , the condensing monitor module 640 is 
represents an aggregate current of voltage of each of the 60 installed in the condensing unit 212 . A transformer 650 
current - consuming components of the air handler unit 208 . converts incoming AC voltage into a stepped - down voltage 
A condensate sensor 612 measures condensate levels in for powering the condensing monitor module 640 . In vari 
the condensate pan 196 . If a level of condensate gets too ous implementations , the transformer 650 may be a 10 - to - 1 
high , this may indicate a plug or clog in the condensate pan transformer . A current sensor 654 measures current entering 
196 or a problem with hoses or pumps used for drainage 65 the condensing unit 212 . The condensing monitor module 
from the condensate pan 196 . Although shown in FIG . 5A as 640 may also measure voltage from the supply provided by 
being internal to the air handler unit 208 , access to the the transformer 650 . Based on measurements of the voltage 
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and current , the condensing monitor module 640 may cal - automatic alerts had a false positive rate over a threshold . 
culate power and / or may determine power factor . As These alerts may be put back under the control of a tech 
described above , the condensing monitor module 640 com - nician . 
municates with the air handler monitor module 600 using In various implementations , the technician device 672 
one or more control signals from the thermostat 364 . In these 5 may be remote from the monitoring system 660 but con 
implementations , data from the condensing monitor module nected via a wide area network . For example only , the 
640 is transmitted to the air handler monitor module 600 , technician device may include a computing device such as 
which in turn uploads the data by the customer router 338 . a laptop , desktop , or tablet . 
In FIG . 5C , the air handler monitor module 600 and the With the contractor device 676 , the contractor can access 
thermostat 364 are shown communicating , using the cus - 10 a contractor portal 684 , which provides historical and real 
tomer router 338 , with a monitoring system 660 via the time data from the air handler monitor module 600 . The 
Internet 334 . The monitoring system 660 includes a moni - contractor using the contractor device 676 may also contact 
toring server 664 which receives data from the air handler the technician using the technician device 672 . The customer 
monitor module 600 and the thermostat 364 and maintains using the customer device 680 may access a customer portal 
and verifies network continuity with the air handler monitor 15 688 in which a graphical view of the system status as well 
module 600 . The monitoring server 664 executes various as alert information is shown . The contractor portal 684 and 
algorithms to identify problems , such as failures or the customer portal 688 may be implemented in a variety of 
decreased efficiency , and to predict impending faults . ways according to the present disclosure , including as an 
The monitoring server 664 may notify a review server 668 interactive web page , a computer application , and / or an app 
when a problem is identified or a fault is predicted . This 20 for a smartphone or tablet . 
programmatic assessment may be referred to as an advisory . In various implementations , data shown by the customer 
Some or all advisories may be triaged by a technician to portal may be more limited and / or more delayed when 
reduce false positives and potentially supplement or modify compared to data visible in the contractor portal 684 . In 
data corresponding to the advisory . For example , a techni - various implementation , the contractor device 676 can be 
cian device 672 operated by a technician is used to review 25 used to request data from the air handler monitor module 
the advisory and to monitor data in various implementa - 600 , such as when commissioning a new installation . 
tions , in real - time ) from the air handler monitor module 600 In FIG . 5D , a system similar to that of FIG . 5A is shown . 
via the monitoring server 664 . A gateway 690 is added , which creates a wireless network 
The technician using the technician device 672 reviews with the air handler monitor module 600 . The gateway 690 
the advisory . If the technician determines that the problem or 30 may interface with the customer router 338 using a wired or 
fault is either already present or impending , the technician wireless protocol , such as Ethernet . The wireless network 
instructs the review server 668 to send an alert to either or created by the gateway 690 may be compliant with wireless 
both of a contractor device 676 or a customer device 680 . networks described above , such as IEEE 802 . 11 . The wire 
The technician may be determine that , although a problem less network created by the gateway 690 may overlap in 
or fault is present , the cause is more likely to be something 35 coverage with a wireless network created by the customer 
different than specified by the automated advisory . The router 338 . 
technician can therefore issue a different alert or modify the In various implementations , the gateway 690 may be 
advisory before issuing an alert based on the advisory . The configured , automatically or by an installer , to choose a 
technician may also annotate the alert sent to the contractor frequency band and / or channel within a band to minimize 
device 676 and / or the customer device 680 with additional 40 interference with any wireless network established by the 
information that may be helpful in identifying the urgency of customer router 338 . In addition , the gateway 690 may be 
addressing the alert and presenting data that may be useful configured to choose a frequency band and channel that are 
for diagnosis or troubleshooting . not subject to excessive interference from other devices or 
In various implementations , minor problems may be outside transmissions . The gateway 690 may create a pro 
reported to the contractor device 676 only so as not to alarm 45 tected wireless network and may authenticate the air handler 
the customer or inundate the customer with alerts . Whether monitor module 600 using WiFi Protected Setup ( WPS ) . In 
the problem is considered to be minor may be based on a other implementations , the gateway 690 and the air handler 
threshold . For example , an efficiency decrease greater than monitor module 600 may use a preshared key ( PSK ) . 
a predetermined threshold may be reported to both the Using the gateway 690 provides a known wireless net 
contractor and the customer , while an efficiency decrease 50 work for the air handler monitor module 600 to communi 
less than the predetermined threshold is reported to only the cate over . During installation , the technician may not be able 
contractor . to ascertain a password ( including a passphrase or a pass 
In some circumstances , the technician may determine that key ) used by the customer router 338 . Further , when the 
an alert is not warranted based on the advisory . The advisory customer router 338 is upgraded or when the password is 
may be stored for future use , for reporting purposes , and / or 55 changed , the wireless connectivity of the air handler monitor 
for adaptive learning of advisory algorithms and thresholds . module 600 may be compromised . Further , any existing 
In various implementations , a majority of generated advi - signal strength , configuration , or other problems with the 
sories may be closed by the technician without sending an customer router 338 can be avoided while setting up the air 
alert . handler monitor module 600 . 
Based on data collected from advisories and alerts , certain 60 In the implementation of FIG . 5D , measurement of a 
alerts may be automated . For example , analyzing data over differential air pressure between return air and supply air is 
time may indicate that whether a certain alert is sent by a omitted . The return air sensor 616 of FIG . 5A is therefore 
technician in response to a certain advisory depends on represented as a single box at 694 . The return air sensor 694 
whether a data value is on one side of a threshold or another . may also be configurable to measure mass airflow , such as 
A heuristic can then be developed that allows those adviso - 65 when the return air sensor 694 is a thermistor multiplexed as 
ries to be handled automatically without technician review . both a temperature sensor and a hot wire mass airflow 
Based on other data , it may be determined that certain sensor . Similarly , the supply air sensor 624 of FIG . 5A is 
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represented as a single box at 698 to measure temperature . such as a laptop , tablet , or smartphone to assess the cus 
The return air sensor 694 may also be configurable to tomers WiFi . If necessary , firmware updates to the customer 
measure mass airflow . router may be necessary . 
In FIG . 6A , a brief overview of an example monitoring In addition , it may be necessary for the customer to 
system installation , such as in a retrofit application , is 5 upgrade their router and / or install a second router or wireless 
presented . Although FIGS . 6 and 7 are drawn with arrows access point to allow for a strong signal to be received by the 
indicating a specific order of operation , the present disclo air handler monitor module . The remaining installation may 
sure is not limited to this specific order . At 704 , mains power be suspended until a viable WiFi signal has been established 
to the air handler is disconnected . If there is no outside or the installation may proceed and commissioning of the 
disconnect for the mains power to the compressor / condenser 10 system and checking network connectivity can be tested 
unit , mains power to the compressor / condenser unit should remotely or in person once a strong WiFi signal is available 
also be disconnected at this point . At 708 , the cool line is to the air handler monitor module . In various implementa 
disconnected from the HVAC control module and connected tions , the air handler monitor module may include a wired 
to the air handler monitor module . At 712 , the switched cool network port , which may allow for a run of network cable 
line from the air handler monitor module is connected to the 15 to provide network access to the air handler monitor module 
HVAC control module where the cool line was previously for purposes of testing . The cable can be removed after the 
connected . system has been commissioned with the expectation that a 
At 716 , fan , heat , and common lines from the air handler strong WiFi signal will subsequently be provided . 
monitor module are connected to terminals on the HVAC For example only , power may be supplied to the air 
control module . In various implementations , the fan , heat , 20 handler monitor module to ensure that WiFi connectivity is 
and common lines originally going to the HVAC control not only present , but compatible with the air handler monitor 
module may be disconnected and connected to the air module . The power may be temporary , such as a wall - wart 
handler monitor module . This may be done for HVAC transformer or a battery pack , which does not remain with 
control modules where additional lines cannot be connected the installed air handler monitor module . In various imple 
in parallel with the original fan , heat , and common lines . 25 mentations , the air handler monitor module may be used to 
At 720 , a current sensor such as a snap - around current test WiFi connectivity before attempting any signal detec 
transformer , is connected to mains power to the HVAC tion or troubleshooting with another device , such as a 
system . At 724 , power and common leads are connected to Portable computer . 
the HVAC transformer , which may provide 24 volt power to Control continues at 808 , where mains power is discon 
the air handler monitor module . In various implementations , 30 nected to the air handler unit . If access to an electrical panel 
the common lead may be omitted , relying on the common possible , mains power to both the air handler unit and the 
lead discussed at 716 . Continuing at 728 , a temperature condensing unit should be removed as soon as possible in 
sensor is placed in the supply air duct work and connected the process . At 812 , the installer opens the air handler unit 
to the air handler monitor module . At 732 , a temperature and at 816 , a voltage transformer is installed , connected to 
sensor is placed in the return air duct work and connected to 35 AC power , and connected to the air handler monitor module . 
the air handler monitor module . At 734 , a temperature sensor At 820 , a current sensor is attached around one lead of the 
is placed in a predetermined location , such as a middle loop , AC power input to the air handler unit . At 824 , control lines 
of the evaporator coil . At 736 , water sensors are installed and including fan , heat , cooling , and common are connected 
connected to the air handler monitor module . from the existing control module to the air handler monitor 
At 740 , mains power to the compressor / condenser unit is 40 module . 
disconnected . At 744 , the power supply of the condensing In various implementations , the air handler monitor mod 
monitor module is connected to the compressor / condenser u le may be connected in series with one of the control lines , 
unit ' s input power . For example , the condensing monitor such as the call for cool line . For these implementations , the 
module may include a transformer that steps down the line call for cool line may be disconnected from the preexisting 
voltage into a voltage usable by the condensing monitor 45 control module and connected to a lead on a wiring harness 
module . At 748 , a current sensor is attached around the of the air handler monitor module . Then a second lead on the 
compressor / condenser unit ' s power input . At 752 , a voltage wiring harness of the air handler monitor module can be 
sensor is connected to the compressor / condenser unit ' s connected to the location on the preexisting control module 
power input . where the call for cool line had previously been connected . 
At 756 , a temperature sensor is installed on the liquid line , 50 At 828 , the air handler unit is closed and the air handler 
such as at the outlet of the condenser . The temperature monitor module is mounted to the exterior of the air handler 
sensor may be wrapped with insulation to thermally couple unit , such as with tape and / or magnets . At 832 , a supply air 
the temperature sensor to the liquid in the liquid line and sensor is installed in a hole drilled in a supply air plenum . 
thermally isolate the temperature sensor from the environ The supply air sensor may be a single physical device that 
ment . At 760 , the temperature sensor is placed in a prede - 55 includes a pressure sensor and a temperature sensor . Simi 
termined location of the condenser coil and insulated . At l arly , a return air sensor is installed in a hole drilled in a 
764 , the temperature sensor is placed to measure ambient air . return air plenum . 
The temperature sensor may be located outside of the At 836 , a liquid line temperature sensor is placed on the 
condensing unit 308 or in a space of the condensing unit 308 liquid refrigerant line leading to the evaporator , and a 
in which outside air circulates . At 768 , mains power to the 60 suction line temperature sensor is placed on a suction 
air handler and the compressor / condenser unit is restored . refrigerant line leading to the compressor . In various imple 
In FIG . 6B , an overview of an example installation mentations , these sensors may be thermally coupled to the 
process for an air handler monitor module ( e . g . , the air respective refrigerant lines using a thermal paste and may be 
handler monitor module 600 of FIG . 5A ) and a condensing wrapped in an insulating material to minimize the sensors ' 
monitor module ( e . g . , the condensing monitor module 640 65 responsiveness to surrounding air temperature . At 840 , a 
of FIG . 5B ) begins at 804 , where WiFi connectivity is tested . condensate sensor is installed proximate to the condensate 
For example only , a contractor may use a portable device , pan and connected to the air handler monitor module . 
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At 844 , the installer moves to the condensing unit and the control line being turned on , in various other implemen 
disconnects mains power to the condensing unit if not tations , control may transfer to 916 when a state of a control 
already disconnected . At 848 , the installer opens the con - line changes — i . e . , when the control line either turns on or 
densing unit and at 852 , the installer installs a voltage turns off . This change in status may be accompanied by 
transformer connected to AC power and attaches leads from 5 signals of interest to the monitoring system . Control may 
the condensing monitor module to the transformer . At 856 , also transfer to 916 in response to an aggregate current of 
a current sensor is attached around one of the power leads either the air handler unit or the compressor / condenser unit . 
entering the condensing unit . At 860 , control lines ( including At 920 , control determines whether a remote window 
cool and common ) from terminals on the existing control request has been received . If so , control transfers to 916 ; 
board are connected to the condensing monitor module . At 10 otherwise , control transfers to 924 . The window request is 
864 , the condensing unit is closed and at 868 , mains power for a series of frames , such as is described below . At 924 , 
to the air handler unit and condensing unit is restored . control determines whether current is above a threshold , and 
At 872 , communication with the remote monitoring sys - if so , control transfers to 916 ; otherwise , control transfers to 
tem is tested . Then at 876 , the air handler monitor module 928 . At 928 , control determines whether the alive timer is 
the condensing monitor module are activated . At this time , 15 above a threshold such as 60 minutes . If so , control transfers 
the installer can provide information to the remote monitor - to 908 ; otherwise , control returns to 904 
ing system including identification of control lines that were At 916 , a window timer is reset . A window of frames is 
connected to the air handler monitor module and condensing a series of frames , as described in more detail here . At 932 , 
monitor module . In addition , information such as the HVAC control begins logging frames continuously . At 936 , control 
system type , year installed , manufacturer , model number , 20 determines whether the window timer has exceeded a first 
BTU rating , filter type , filter size , tonnage , etc . threshold , such as 105 seconds . If so , control continues at 
In addition , because the condensing unit may have been 940 ; otherwise , control remains at 936 , logging frames 
installed separately from the furnace , the installer may also continuously . At 940 , control switches to logging frames 
record and provide to the remote monitoring system the periodically , such as every 15 seconds . 
manufacturer and model number of the condensing unit , the 25 Control continues at 944 , where control determines 
year installed , the refrigerant type , the tonnage , etc . At 880 , whether the HVAC system is still on . If so , control continues 
baseline tests are run . For example , this may include running at 948 ; otherwise , control transfers to 952 . Control may 
a heating cycle and a cooling cycle , which the remote determine that the HVAC system is on when an aggregate 
monitoring system records and uses to identify initial effi - current of the air handler unit and / or of the condensing unit 
ciency metrics . Further , baseline profiles for current , power , 30 exceeds a predetermined threshold . Alternatively , control 
and frequency domain current can be established . Installa - may monitor control lines of the air handler unit and / or the 
tion may then be complete . condensing unit to determine when calls for heat or cool 
The installer may collect a device fee , an installation fee , have ended . At 948 , control determines whether the window 
and / or a subscription fee from the customer . In various timer now exceeds a second threshold , such as 15 minutes . 
implementations , the subscription fee , the installation fee , 35 If so , control transfers to 952 ; otherwise , control returns to 
and the device fee may be rolled into a single system fee , 944 while control continues logging frames periodically . 
which the customer pays upon installation . The system fee At 952 , control stops logging frames periodically and 
may include the subscription fee for a set number of years , performs calculations such as power , average , RMS , and 
such as 1 , 2 , 5 , or 10 , or may be a lifetime subscription , FFT . Control continues at 956 where the frames are trans 
which may last for the life of the home or the ownership of 40 mitted . Control then returns to 900 . Although shown at the 
the building by the customer . end of frame capture , 952 and 956 may be performed at 
In FIG . 7 , a flowchart depicts example operation in various times throughout logging of the frames instead of at 
capturing frames of data . Control begins upon startup of the the end . For example only , the frames logged continuously 
air handler monitor module at 900 , where an alive timer is up until the first threshold may be sent as soon as the first 
reset . The alive timer ensures that a signal is periodically 45 threshold is reached . The remaining frames up until the 
sent to the monitoring system so that the monitoring system second threshold is reached may each be sent out as it is 
knows that the air handler monitor module is still alive and captured . 
functioning . In the absence of this signal , the monitoring In various implementations , the second threshold may be 
system 330 will infer that the air handler monitor module is set to a high value , such as an out of range high , which 
malfunctioning or that there is connectivity issue between 50 effectively means that the second threshold will never be 
the air handler monitor module and the monitoring system . reached . In such implementations , the frames are logged 
Control continues at 904 , where control determines periodically for as long as the HVAC system remains on . 
whether a request for a frame has been received from the A server of the monitoring system includes a processor 
monitoring system . If such a request has been received , and memory , where the memory stores application code that 
control transfers to 908 ; otherwise , control transfers to 912 . 55 processes data received from the air handler monitor and 
At 908 , a frame is logged , which includes measuring volt - condensing monitor modules and determines existing and / or 
age , current , temperatures , control lines , and water sensor impending failures , as described in more detail below . The 
signals . Calculations are performed , including averages , processor executes this application code and stores received 
powers , RMS , and FFT . Then a frame is transmitted to the data either in the memory or in other forms of storage , 
monitoring system . In various implementations , monitoring 60 including magnetic storage , optical storage , flash memory 
of one or more control signals may be continuous . There - storage , etc . While the term server is used in this application , 
fore , when a remote frame request is received , the most the application is not limited to a single server . 
recent data is used for the purpose of calculation . Control A collection of servers , which may together operate to 
then returns to 900 . receive and process data from the air handler monitor and 
Referring now to 912 , control determines whether one of 65 condensing monitor modules of multiple buildings . A load 
the control lines has turned on . If so , control transfers to 916 ; balancing algorithm may be used between the servers to 
otherwise , control transfers to 920 . Although 912 refers to distribute processing and storage . The present application is 
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not limited to servers that are owned , maintained , and At 1016 , control determines whether there is a need for a 
housed by a monitoring company . Although the present new consumable , such as an air filter or humidifier element . 
disclosure describes diagnostics and processing and alerting If so , control transfers to 1020 ; otherwise , control transfers 
occurring in the monitoring system 330 , some or all of these to 1024 . At 1020 , the consumable is sent to the customer . 
functions may be performed locally using installed equip - 5 The air filter may be sent directly to the customer from the 
ment and / or customer resources , such as a customer com - operator of the remote monitoring system or a partner 
company . Alternatively , a designated HVAC contractor may puter . 
The servers may store baselines of frequency data for the be instructed to send or personally deliver the consumable to the customer . In addition , the HVAC contractor may offer to HVAC system of a building . The baselines can be used to 
detect changes indicating impending or existing failures . For 10 install the consumable for the customer or may install the consumable as part of a service plan . In situations where the example only , frequency signatures of failures of various customer has not opted for consumable coverage , the remote components may be pre - programmed , and may be updated monitoring system may instead send an alert to the customer based on observed evidence from contractors . For example , and / or the contractor that a replacement consumable is 
once a matunctioning HVAC System has been diagnosed , 15 needed . This alert may be sent out in advance of when the the monitoring system may note the frequency data leading consumable should be replaced to give the customer or 
up to the malfunction and correlate that frequency signature contractor sufficient time to acquire and install the consum 
with the diagnosed cause of the malfunction . For example able . Control then returns to 1008 . 
only , a computer learning system , such as a neural network At 1024 , control determines whether there has been an 
or a genetic algorithm , may be used to refine frequency 20 efficiency decrease . If so , control transfers to 1028 ; other 
signatures . The frequency signatures may be unique to wise , control transfers to 1032 . At 1028 , control determines 
different types of HVAC systems and / or may share common whether the efficiency decrease is greater than a first thresh 
characteristics . These common characteristics may be old . If so , control transfers to 1036 ; otherwise , control 
adapted based on the specific type of HVAC system being transfers to 1040 . This first threshold may be a higher 
monitored . 25 threshold indicating that the efficiency decrease is significant 
The monitoring system may also receive current data in and should be addressed . This threshold may be set based on 
each frame . For example , when 7 . 5 frames per seconds are baseline performance of the customer ' s system , perfor 
received , current data having a 7 . 5 Hz resolution is avail - mance of similar systems in a surrounding area , performance 
able . The current and / or the derivative of this current may be of similar systems throughout a wide geographic area but 
analyzed to detect impending or existing failures . In addi - 30 normalized for environmental parameters , and / or based on 
tion , the current and / or the derivative may be used to manufacturer - supplied efficiency metrics . 
determine when to monitor certain data , or points at which At 1036 , the customer and designated contractor are 
to analyze obtained data . For example , frequency data notified and control returns to 1008 . At 1040 , control deter 
obtained at a predetermined window around a certain current mines whether the efficiency decrease is greater than a 
event may be found to correspond to a particular HVAC 35 second threshold . This second threshold may be lower than 
system component , such as activation of a hot surface the first threshold and may indicate gradual deterioration of 
igniter . the HVAC system . As a result , if the efficiency decrease is 
Components of the present disclosure may be connected greater than this second threshold , control transfers to 1044 ; 
to metering systems , such as utility ( including gas and otherwise , control simply returns to 1008 . At 1044 , the 
electric ) metering systems . Data may be uploaded to the 40 decrease in efficiency may not be significant enough to 
monitoring system 330 using any suitable method , including notify the customer ; however , the contractor is notified and 
communications over a telephone line . These communica - control returns to 1008 . The contractor may schedule an 
tions may take the form of digital subscriber line ( DSL ) or appointment with the customer and / or may note the decrease 
may use a modem operating at least partially within vocal in efficiency for the next visit to the customer . 
frequencies . Uploading to the monitoring system 330 may 45 At 1032 , control determines whether a potential fault is 
be confined to certain times of day , such as at night time or predicted based on data from the local devices at the 
at times specified by the contractor or customer . Further , customer building . If so , control transfers to 1048 ; other 
uploads may be batched so that connections can be opened wise , control transfers to 1052 . At 1048 , control determines 
and closed less frequently . Further , in various implementa - whether the fault is expected imminently . If so , and if 
tions , uploads may occur only when a fault or other anomaly 50 corresponding service is recommended , control transfers to 
has been detected . 1056 , where the customer and the designated contractor are 
Methods of notification are not restricted to those dis notified . This may allow the customer to make arrangements 
closed above . For example , notification of HVAC problems with the contractor and / or make arrangements to secure a 
may take the form of push or pull updates to an application , backup source of heating or cooling . For example only , an 
which may be executed on a smart phone or other mobile 55 imminent fault predicted late at night may be too late for 
device or on a standard computer . Notifications may also be service by the contractor . The customer may therefore plan 
viewed using web applications or on local displays , such as accordingly for a potentially cold or warm building in the 
the thermostat 364 or other displays located throughout the morning and make appropriate arrangements . The prediction 
building or on the air handler monitor module 322 or the of the fault may allow for the contractor to schedule a visit 
condensing monitor module 316 . 60 as the contractor opens in the morning . Control then returns 
In FIG . 8 , control begins at 1004 , where data is received to 1008 . 
and baseline data is recorded . This may occur during the If the fault is not expected imminently , or if service is not 
commissioning of a new monitoring system , which may be recommended , at 1048 , the contractor may be notified at 
either in a new HVAC system or a retrofit installation . 1060 . The contractor may then schedule a visit to the 
Control continues at 1008 , where data is received from the 65 customer to determine whether a part should be preemp 
local devices . At 1012 , at the remote monitoring system , the tively replaced and to discuss other service options with the 
data is analyzed . customer . Control then returns to 1008 . At 1052 , if a failure 
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is detected , control transfers to 1064 ; otherwise , control In FIG . 10B , the customer device 680 is shown with a 
returns to 1008 . At 1064 , if the failure is verified , such as repair verification display . Data received from below the 
through automatic or manual mechanisms , control transfers repair can be shown at 1340 , and include efficiency metrics , 
to 1066 ; otherwise , control returns to 1008 . At 1066 , if the such as the absolute efficiency of the system and a percent 
failure is determined to be with the monitoring hardware , 5 age of efficiency compared to install time , manufacturer 
control transfers to 1060 to notify the contractor ; otherwise , guidance , and similar systems . In addition , operational sta 
the failure is with the HVAC system , and control transfers to tus of components of the HVAC system is shown . For 
1068 . At 1068 , the contractor and customer are notified of example , if it is determined that a flame probe ( not shown ) 
the failure and control returns to 1008 . has failed , and therefore the HVAC controller cannot detect 
In various implementations , the customer may be given 10 that a flame is present , the operational status of the flame 
the option to receive all data and all alerts sent to the probe may be shown as failed . Meanwhile , an after repair 
contractor . Although this may be more information than a metric or status 1344 shows what the monitoring system 
regular customer needs , certain customers may appreciate determines subsequent to the repair being performed . A 
the additional data and the more frequent contact . The graphical view 1348 may show a graph of efficiency prior to 
determinations made in 1028 , 1040 , 1048 , 1064 , and 1066 15 the repair , while a graphical view 1352 shows an efficiency 
may each be made partially or fully by a technician . This subsequent to the repair . Additionally or alternatively , other 
may reduce false positives and confirm correct diagnosis of data may be displayed graphically . For example , a trace of 
failures and faults based on the technician ' s experience with current in a time domain or a frequency domain spectrum of 
the intricacies of HVAC systems and automated algorithms . current may be shown both before in 1348 and after in 1352 
In FIG . 9 , an aggregate current level begins at a non - zero 20 with corresponding notations to indicate the failure in 1348 , 
current 1104 indicating that at least one energy - consuming and , assuming the repair was successful , the corresponding 
component is consuming energy . A spike in current 1108 rectified data in 1352 . 
may indicate that another component is turning on . Elevated In FIG . 10C , the customer device 680 is shown displaying 
current 1112 may correspond to operation of the inducer system status , which the customer may view at any time . In 
blower . This is followed by a spike 1116 , which may indicate 25 1370 , installation , repair , and maintenance history is shown . 
the beginning of operation of a hot surface igniter . After In addition , current alert status and previous alerts can be 
opening of a solenoid - operated gas valve , the hot surface shown . In 1374 , contact information for the designated or 
igniter may turn off , which returns current to a level corre - most recent contractor is shown . At 1378 , absolute and 
sponding to the inducer blower at 1118 . The current may relative efficiency of the customer ' s HVAC system is shown . 
remain approximately flat 1120 until a current ramp 1124 30 Efficiency may be shown both for heating and for cooling , 
begins , indicating the beginning of circulator blower opera - and may be shown in absolute numbers , and in relation to 
tion . A spike 1128 may indicate transition from starting to neighbors ' systems , similar systems in a wider geographic 
running of the circulator blower . area , manufacturer guidelines , and baseline values . In 1382 , 
In FIG . 10A , the customer device 680 is shown with an consumables status is shown . This may show an expected 
example repair / replace interface . This interface assists the 35 life of a consumable , such as a filter or humidifier pad . In 
customer in determining whether to repair or to replace addition , a timeline for when consumables have been pre 
subsystems of the HVAC system or the entire HVAC system . viously replaced or installed is shown . A graphical indicator 
Some or all of the following information can be displayed to may depict how much expected life is remaining in the 
the customer based on monitored data . The following list is consumable with an estimated date of replacement . In 1386 , 
not exhaustive , however , and additional information can be 40 a graphical view of various system parameters and system 
displayed in various situations based on the data received data is shown . For example , efficiency since the installation 
from the customer ' s HVAC system as well as comparative of the monitoring system may be shown . A timescale adjust 
data obtained from other systems , including repair history ment 1390 allows the customer to view different periods of 
information , pricing information , and operating parameters , time , such as the past one year . In addition , the timescale 
such as efficiency . A history of repairs 1304 shows the 45 adjustment 1390 may allow the customer to view only 
customer what repairs have been done , the corresponding certain windows of time within each year , such as times 
dates , and the corresponding prices . This may include main - when the heating system is active or when the cooling 
tenance , such as filter replacements , tune - ups , etc . A pro - system is active . jected life of the current system 1308 shows how long the In FIG . 11 , an example representation of cloud processing 
current system is expected to last with regular maintenance 50 is shown , where a processing module 1400 receives event 
and potential replacement of minor parts . A cost of replace - data in the form of frames . The processing module 1400 uses 
ment 1312 is calculated based on past history with previous various input data for detection and prediction of faults . 
installations and may include a number of options of sys - Identified faults are passed to an error communication 
tems for the customer . For example , a low , medium , and system 1404 . The event data 1402 may be stored upon 
high efficiency system may each be presented . A cost of 55 receipt from the air handler monitor module and the con 
repairs 1316 depicts what an expected cost is for current densing monitor module . 
repairs to the HVAC system to bring the HVAC system up The processing module 1400 may then perform each 
to a reasonable level of performance . A total cost of own - prediction or detection task with relevant data from the event 
ership comparison 1320 shows the customer how much their data 1402 . In various implementations , certain processing 
current system will cost to repair and operate in comparison 60 operations are common to more than one detection or 
to the cost of a new system being installed and operated . An prediction operation . This data may therefore be cached and 
energy savings 1324 is shown based on expected savings reused . The processing module 1400 receives information 
from operating a newer , higher efficiency system . A return about equipment configuration 1410 , such as control signal 
on investment 1328 may depict the break - even point , if there mapping . 
is one , that shows where the cost of a new system and its 65 Rules and limits 1414 determine whether sensor values 
lower operating costs may fall below the total cost of the are out of bounds , which may indicate sensor failures . In 
current system with increased operating costs . addition , the rules and limits 1414 may indicate that sensor 
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values cannot be trusted when parameters such as current sensors is malfunctioning . Such a determination could ini 
and voltage are outside of predetermined limits . For tiate a service call to fix the sensor so that it can properly 
example only , if the AC voltage sags , such as during a identify when an actual water problem is present . 
brownout , data taken during that time may be discarded as The processing module 1400 may determine whether the 
unreliable . 5 proper sequence of furnace initiation is occurring . This may 
De - bouncing and counter holds 1418 may store counts of rely on event and daily accumulation files 1426 . The pro 
anomaly detection . For example only , detection of a single cessing module 1400 may perform state sequence decoding , 
solenoid - operated gas valve malfunction may increment a such as by looking at transitions as shown in FIG . 10B and 
counter , but not trigger a fault . Only if multiple solenoid - expected times during which those transitions are expected . 
operated gas valve failures are detected is an error signaled . 10 Detected furnace sequences are compared against a refer 
This can eliminate false positives . For example only , a single ence case and errors are generated based on exceptions . The 
failure of an energy - consuming component may cause a furnace sequence may be verified with temperature readings , 
corresponding counter to be incremented by one , while such as observing whether , while the burner is on , the supply 
detection of proper operation may lead to the corresponding air temperature is increasing with respect to the return air 
counter being decremented by one . In this way , if faulty 15 temperature . The processing module 1400 may also use FFT 
operation is prevalent , the counter will eventually increase processing to determine that the sparker or igniter operation 
to a point where an error is signaled . Records and reference and solenoid - operated gas valve operation are adequate . 
files 1422 may store frequency and time domain data The processing module 1400 may determine whether a 
establishing baselines for detection and prediction . De - flame probe or flame sensor is accurately detecting flame . 
bouncing encompasses an averaging process that may 20 State sequence decoding may be followed by determining 
remove glitches and / or noise . For example , a moving or whether a series of furnace initiations are performed . If so , 
windowed average may be applied to input signals to avoid this may indicate that the flame probe is not detecting flame 
spurious detection of a transition when in fact only a spike and the burner is therefore being shut off . The frequency of 
( or , glitch ) of noise was present . retries may increase over time when the flame probe is not 
A basic failure - to - function fault may be determined by 25 operating correctly . 
comparing control line state against operational state based The processing module 1400 may evaluate heat pump 
on current and / or power . Basic function may be verified by performance by comparing thermal performance against 
temperature , and improper operation may contribute to a power consumption and unit history . This may rely on data 
counter being incremented . This analysis may rely on return concerning equipment configuration 1410 , including com 
air temperature , supply air temperature , liquid line in tem - 30 pressor maps when available . 
perature , voltage , current , real power , control line status , The processing module 1400 may determine refrigerant 
compressor discharge temperature , liquid line out tempera - level of the air conditioning system . For example , the 
ture , and ambient temperature . processing module 1400 may analyze the frequency content 
Sensor error faults may be detected by checking sensor of the compressor current and extract frequencies at the 
values for anomalous operation , such as may occur for 35 third , fifth , and seventh harmonics of the power line fre 
open - circuit or short - circuit faults . The values for those quencies . This data may be compared , based on ambient 
determinations may be found in the rules and limits 1414 . temperature , to historical data from when the air condition 
This analysis may rely on return air temperature , supply air ing system was known to be fully charged . Generally , as 
temperature , liquid line in temperature ( which may corre charge is lost , the surge frequency may decrease . Additional 
spond to a temperature of the refrigerant line in the air 40 data may be used for reinforcement of a low refrigerant level 
handler , before or after the expansion valve ) , control line determination , such as supply air temperature , return air 
status , compressor discharge temperature , liquid line out temperature , liquid line in temperature , voltage , real power , 
temperature , and ambient temperature . control line status , compressor discharge temperature , and 
When the HVAC system is off , sensor error faults may l iquid line out temperature . 
also be diagnosed . For example , based on control lines 45 The processing module 1400 may alternatively determine 
indicating that the HVAC system has been off for an hour , a low refrigerant charge by monitoring deactivation of the 
processing module 1400 may check whether the compressor compressor motor by a protector switch , may indicate a low 
discharge temperature , liquid line out temperature , and refrigerant charge condition . To prevent false positives , the 
ambient temperature are approximately equal . In addition , processing module 1400 may ignore compressor motor 
the processing module 1400 may also check that the return 50 deactivation that happens sooner than a predetermined delay 
air temperature , the supply air temperature , and the liquid after the compressor motor is started , as this may instead 
line in temperature are approximately equal . indicate another problem , such as a stuck rotor . 
The processing module 1400 may compare temperature The processing module 1400 may determine the perfor 
readings and voltages against predetermined limits to deter mance of a capacitor in the air handler unit , such as a run 
mine voltage faults and temperature faults . These faults may 55 capacitor for the circulator blower . Based on return air 
cause the processing module 1400 to ignore various faults temperature , supply air temperature , voltage , current , real 
that could appear present when voltages or temperatures are power , control line status , and FFT data , the processing 
outside of the predetermined limits . module 1400 determines the time and magnitude of the start 
The processing module 1400 may check the status of current and checks the start current curve against a refer 
discrete sensors to determine whether specifically - detected 60 ence . In addition , steady state current may be compared over 
fault conditions are present . For example only , the status of time to see whether an increase results in a corresponding 
condensate , float switch , and floor sensor water sensors are increase in the difference between the return air temperature 
checked . The water sensors may be cross - checked against and the supply air temperature . 
operating states of the HVAC system . For example only , if Similarly , the processing module 1400 determines 
the air conditioning system is not running , it would not be 65 whether the capacitor in the compressor / condenser unit is 
expected that the condensate tray would be filling with functioning properly . Based on compressor discharge tem 
water . This may instead indicate that one of the water perature , liquid line out temperature , ambient temperature , 
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voltage , current , real power , control line status , and FFT return air temperature , voltage , current , real power , FFT 
current data , control determines a time and magnitude of data , and control line status both of the air handler unit and 
start current . This start current is checked against a reference the compressor condenser unit . 
in the time and / or frequency domains . The processing mod The processing module 1400 determines whether the 
ule 1400 may compensate for changes in ambient tempera - 5 installed equipment is oversized for the building . Based on 
ture and in liquid line in temperature . The processing event and daily accumulation files , the processing module 
module 1400 may also verify that increases in steady state evaluates temperature slopes at the end of the heating and / or 
current result in a corresponding increase in the difference cooling run . Using run time , duty cycle , temperature slopes , 
between the compressor discharge temperature and the ambient temperature , and equipment heat flux versus build 
liquid line in temperature . 10 ing flux , appropriateness of equipment sizing can be deter 
The processing module may calculate and accumulate mined . When equipment is oversized , there are comfort 
energy consumption data over time . The processing module implications . For example , in air conditioning , short runs do 
may also store temperatures on a periodic basis and at the not circulate air sufficiently , so moisture is not pulled out of 
end of heat and cool cycles . In addition , the processing the air . Further , the air conditioning system may never reach 
module 1400 may record lengths of run times . An accumu - 15 peak operating efficiency during a short cycle . 
lation of run times may be used in determining the age of The processing module 1400 evaluates igniter positive 
wear items , which may benefit from servicing , such as temperature coefficient based on voltage , current , real 
oiling , or preemptive replacing . power , control line status , and FFT data from the air handler 
The processing module 1400 may also grade the custom - unit . The processing module compares current level and 
er ' s equipment . The processing module 1400 compares heat 20 slope during warm - up to look for increased resistance . 
flux generated by the HVAC equipment against energy Additionally , the processing module may use FFT data on 
consumption . The heat flux may be indicated by return air warm - up to detect changes in the curve shape and internal 
temperature and / or indoor temperature , such as from a arcing . 
thermostat . The processing module 1400 may calculate the The processing module also evaluates igniter negative 
envelope of the building to determine the net flux . The 25 temperature coefficient based on voltage , current , real 
processing module 1400 may compare the equipment ' s power , control line status , and FFT data from the air handler 
performance , when adjusted for building envelope , against unit . The processing module 1400 compares current level 
other similar systems . Significant deviations may cause an and slope during warm - up to look for increased resistance . 
error to be indicated . The processing module 1400 checks initial warm - up and 
The processing module 1400 uses a change in current or 30 trough currents . In addition , the processing module 1400 
power and the type of circulator blower motor to determine may use FFT data corresponding to warm - up to detect 
the change in load . This change in load can be used to changes in the curve shape and internal arcing . 
determine whether the filter is dirty . The processing module The processing module 1400 can also evaluate the posi 
1400 may also use power factor , which may be calculated tive temperature coefficient of a nitride igniter based on 
based on the difference in phase between voltage and 35 voltage , current , real power , control line status , and FFT data 
current . Temperatures may be used to verify reduced flow from the air handler unit . The processing module 1400 
and eliminate other potential reasons for observed current or compares voltage level and current slope during warm - up to 
power changes in the circulator blower motor . The process - look for increased resistance . In addition , the processing 
ing module 1400 may also determine when an evaporator module 1400 uses FFT data corresponding to warm - up to 
coil is closed . The processing module 1400 uses a combi - 40 detect changes in the curve shape , drive voltage pattern , and 
nation of loading and thermal data to identify the signature internal arcing . Changes in drive voltage may indicate 
of a coil that is freezing or frozen . This can be performed igniter aging , so those adjustments should be distinguished 
even when there is no direct temperature measurement of the from changes to compensate for gas content and other 
coil itself . furnace components . 
FFT analysis may show altered compressor load from 45 In FIGS . 12A - 120 , examples of faults or performance 
high liquid fraction . Often , a frozen coil is caused by a fan issues that can be detected and / or predicted according to the 
failure , but the fan failure itself may be detected separately . principles of the present disclosure are listed , along with 
The processing module 1400 may use return air temperature , representative input signals that can be used in making those 
supply air temperature , liquid line in temperature , voltage , determinations . As described above , any faults detected or 
current , real power , and FFT data from both the air handler 50 predicted by the following processes may be subjected to 
unit and the compressor condenser unit . In addition , the manual or automatic triage . During triage , a skilled techni 
processing module 1400 may monitor control line status , cian or a specially programmed computer may analyze some 
switch statuses , compressor discharge temperature , liquid or all of the data collected by the system to rule out false 
line out temperature , and ambient temperature . When a alarms and validate that the identified root cause is the most 
change in loading occurs that might be indicative of a 55 likely cause of the measured characteristics of the HVAC 
clogged filter , but the change happened suddenly , a different system . 
cause may be to blame . Of the sensor inputs below , some sensor inputs are used 
The processing module 1400 identifies a condenser block - for principle diagnosis while other sensor inputs are used to 
age by examining the approach temperature , which is the rule out alternative diagnoses and to verify a diagnosis . 
difference between the liquid line out temperature and the 60 Some sensors may be suggestive but weakly correlated with 
ambient temperature . When the refrigerant has not been a fault , while other sensors are more strongly indicative of 
sufficiently cooled from the condenser discharge tempera - the fault . Therefore , sensors may have varying contributions 
ture ( the input to the condenser ) to the liquid line out to detection of any given fault . 
temperature ( output of the condenser ) , adjusted based on Indoor current is a measure of aggregate current supplied 
ambient temperature , the condenser may be blocked . Other 65 to the air handler unit , including components such as the 
data can be used to exclude other possible causes of this inducer blower , the circulator blower , the control circuitry , 
problem . The other data may include supply air temperature , and the air handler monitor module . The current may be 
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sampled multiple times per second , allowing transients to be temperature may be measured before or after the filter and 
captured and various processing performed , such as deriva - may be before or after the circulator blower . 
tives and integrals . The supply air temperature is measured after the evapo 
The time domain current data may be transformed into rator coil , and may be measured after any hard bends in the 
frequency domain data , such as by using a fast Fourier 5 supply air plenum , which may prevent the supply air tem 
transform ( FFT ) . Indoor voltage may be measured , which perature sensor from measuring a temperature of a pocket of 
corresponds to an AC voltage of power provided to the air cool or warm air trapped by bends in the ductwork . Such a 
handler unit . In various implementations , the indoor voltage location may also allow for any other sensors installed along 
may be sampled less frequently than the current and may be with the temperature sensor to be free of ductwork restric 10 tions . For example only , a separate airflow sensor , or the an average , RMS , or peak - to - peak value . temperature sensor being used in an airflow mode , may need The indoor voltage may be used along with the indoor to be in a straight section of ductwork to achieve an accurate current to calculate power , and the indoor voltage may be reading . Turbulence created before and after bends in the 
used to adjust various limits . For example only , when the ductwork may result in less accurate airflow data . indoor voltage is sagging ( less than the expected nominal expected nominal 15 Pressures and temperatures of refrigerant in an air con 
value ) , various components of the HVAC system may be ditioning or heat pump refrigerant - cycle system may be 
expected to consume additional current . The indoor voltage measured . Pressure sensors may be expensive and therefore 
may therefore be used to normalize current readings . An the faults listed below are detected using algorithms that do 
indoor power factor may be determined based on phase shift not require pressure data . Various temperatures of the refrig 
between the indoor current and the indoor voltage . The 20 erant may be measured , and as shown , a liquid line tem 
indoor power may be measured directly and / or calculated perature corresponds to temperature of the refrigerant trav 
based on one or more of indoor current , indoor voltage , and eling from the condenser to the evaporator but prior to the 
indoor power factor . expansion valve . Suction line temperature is the temperature 
Inside module temperature corresponds to a temperature of refrigerant being sucked into the compressor from the 
of the air handler monitor module . For example only , this 25 output side of the evaporator . Temperature sensors ( not 
temperature may be of a housing of the air handler monitor shown ) may also be located between the compressor and the 
module , of an airspace enclosed by the housing , or of a condenser ( compressor discharge temperature ) and at vari 
circuit board of the air handler monitor module . A tempera - ous points along the condenser coil and the evaporator coil . 
ture sensor may be placed in a location close to a circuit A differential pressure between supply and return air may 
board component that is expected to run hottest . In this way , 30 be measured , and may be in units of inches of water column . 
as long as the hottest component is operating below a Two sides of the differential pressure sensor may be installed 
specified threshold , the entire air handler monitor module alongside the supply air and return air temperature sensors 
should be operating within acceptable temperature limits . and may be packaged together in a single housing . In various 
In various implementations , the temperature of the air other implementations , separate absolute pressure sensors 
handler monitor module may approach ambient temperature 35 may be installed in the supply air and return air ductwork , 
in the space where the HVAC system is installed when the and differential pressure could then be calculated by sub 
air handler monitor module is not processing and transmit - tracting the values . 
ting data . In other words , once the HVAC system has been The condenser monitor module may also include a tem 
off for a period of time , the temperature measured by the air perature sensor that measures a temperature of the condenser 
handler monitor module may be a reasonable estimate of 40 monitor module , such as on an exterior of the condenser 
conditioned space temperature where the air handler unit is monitor module , an interior of the condenser monitor mod 
located , with perhaps a known offset for heat generated by ule , or a location proximate to circuitry . When the condenser 
background operation of the air handler monitor module . unit is not operating , the outside module temperature may 
Outdoor current corresponds to an aggregate current approach outside ambient temperature . 
consumed by the condenser unit , including the condenser 45 Also measured is a call for cool ( Y ) , which activates the 
fan , the compressor , and the condenser monitor module . compressor to provide cooling , and in a heat pump system , 
Similar to the air handler monitor module , voltage , power instructs a reversing valve to be in a cooling position . A call 
factor , power , and FFT data may be measured , estimated , for heat ( W ) is measured and may actuate a furnace element 
and / or calculated . In various implementations , current val - and / or instruct a reversing valve of a heat pump to switch to 
ues may be measured and sent to a remote monitoring 50 a heating mode . Further a call for fan ( G ) signal may be 
system where FFTs are performed . Alternatively , as dis - monitored . In various implementations , multistage heating 
cussed above , the FFTs may be calculated in a local device , ( W2 ) , cooling ( Y2 ) , and / or fan ( G2 ) signals may be moni 
such as the air handler monitor module and / or the condenser tored . In second stage heating , an additional element may be 
monitor module , and the FFT data can be uploaded . When used and / or a current or gas consumption may be increased . 
the FFT data is uploaded , it may be unnecessary to upload 55 In second stage cooling , a speed of the compressor may be 
full - resolution time - domain data , and therefore time - domain increased . Meanwhile , for a second stage fan , a fan speed 
data that is uploaded may be passed through a decimation may be increased . 
filter to decrease bandwidth and storage requirements . Internet - connected thermostats may allow the remote 
Supply air temperature and return air temperature are monitoring system to receive data from the thermostat , 
measured . The difference between them is often referred to 60 including programmed setpoints , thermostat - measured tem 
as a supply / return air temperature split . The return air perature and humidity , and command state ( including 
temperature may be measured at any point prior to the whether calls are being made for cool , heat , or fan ) . A 
evaporator coil and furnace element . The furnace element general purpose sensor input allows for current and future 
may be a gas burner and / or an electric element . In various sensors to be interfaced to the local devices and then 
implementations , such as in heat pump systems , the evapo - 65 transmitted to the remote monitoring system . 
rator acts as a condenser in a heating mode and therefore a Additional sensors that may be used with the monitoring 
separate furnace element is not present . The return air system of the present disclosure include static pressure , 
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refrigerant pressure , and refrigerant flow . Refrigerant flow A heating shutdown fault may be determined when a 
sensors may include acoustic sensors , thermal sensors , temperature split rises to within an expected range but then 
Coriolis sensors , Impeller sensors , etc . An infrared tempera falls below the expected range . This may indicate that one or 
ture sensor may be used to measure temperatures including more of the pressure sensors has caused the heating to stop . 
coil temperatures , burner temperatures , etc . Acoustic & 5 As these shutdowns become more frequent , a more severe 
vibration sensors may be used for bearing and balance fault may be declared , indicating that the heater may soon 
monitoring , expansion valve operation , and general system fail to provide adequate heat for the conditioned space 
noise . because the heater is repeatedly shutting down . When a call for heat is made , the furnace will progress Visual ( image , including digital imaging ) sensors may be 
used to analyze the air filter , coils ( for particulate matter as 10 through a sequence of states . For example only , the sequence 
well as freezing ) , flame size and quality , fan operation and may begin with activating the inducer blower , opening the gas valve , igniting the gas , and turning on the circulator condition , etc . Mass air flow sensors may enable true blower . Each of these states may be detectable in current efficiency and Seasonal energy efficiency ratio ( SEER ) mea data , although frequency - domain as well as time - domain 
surement . Optical sensors may assess air filter condition as 15 data ' m condition as 15 data may be necessary to reliably determine certain states . 
well as coils ( again , for particulate matter as well as freez When this sequence of states appears to indicate that the 
ing ) . Laser sensors may be used to assess the air filter or furnace is restarting , a fault may be declared . A furnace 
coils , fan speed , and particle count for indoor air quality . restart may be detected when the measured current matches 
Radar sensors may be used to measure fan speed . Capaci - a baseline current profile for a certain number of states and 
tive moisture sensors can be used to detect moisture in a pan 20 then diverges from the baseline current profile for the next 
in which the air handler unit is installed , in a condensate tray , state or states . 
on the floor , in a pump basin , in a sump pump , etc . A float Furnace restarts may occur occasionally for various rea 
switch may measure water level either on a continuum or in sons , but as the number and frequency of furnace restart 
a binary fashion for various locations , including a tray , a tray events increases , an eventual fault is predicted . For example 
pump basin , and a sump pump . An ultraviolet ( UV ) light 25 only , if 50 % of calls for heat involve one or more furnace 
monitor measures the output of UV lights installed to kill restarts , a fault may be declared indicating that soon the 
viruses , mold , spores , fungi , and bacteria . furnace may fail to start altogether or may require so many 
Further sensors include humidity , smoke , carbon monox - restarts that sufficient heating will not be available . 
ide , exhaust temperature , exhaust carbon monoxide level , An overheating fault may be declared when a temperature 
and exhaust carbon dioxide level . Magnetic sensors measure 30 exceeds an expected value , such a baseline value , by more 
fan speed . A frost sensor measures heat pump frost and than a predetermined amount . For example , when the sup 
evaporator freezing conditions . A compressor discharge ply / return air temperature split is greater than a predeter 
temperature sensor measures superheat . mined threshold , the heat exchanger may be operating at too 
For an electric heater , current is converted to heat in an high of a temperature . 
electrical element . A fault of the this element can be detected 35 A flame rollout switch is a safety device that detects 
based on current measurements . For a given pattern of calls overly high burner assembly temperatures , which may be 
for heat and / or second stage heat , a certain current profile is caused by a reduction in airflow , such as a restricted flue . A 
expected . This expected current profile may be , as described fault in the flame rollout switch may be diagnosed based on 
above , specified by a manufacturer and / or a contractor , or states of the furnace sequence , as determined by measured 
may be determined over one or more system runs . For 40 current . For example , a trip of the flame rollout switch may 
example , when commissioning a monitoring system , a base - generally occur during the same heating state for a given 
line of current data may be established . system . In various implementations , the flame rollout switch 
When measured current deviates from the baseline by will be a single - use protection mechanism , and therefore a 
more than a predefined amount ( which may be expressed in trip of the flame rollout switch is reported as a fault that will 
absolute terms or as a percentage ) , a fault of the electric 45 prevent further heating from occurring . 
heater is determined . For example , if current does not blower fault is determined based on variation of mea 
increase as expected , the heater element will not be able to sured current from a baseline . The measured current may be 
produce sufficient heat . If the current increases too fast , a normalized according to measured voltage , and differential 
short circuit condition may be present . Protection circuitry pressure may also be used to identify a blower fault . As the 
in the furnace will shut the furnace down , but the measured 50 duration and magnitude of deviation between the measured 
deviation may allow for determination of the source of the current and the expected current increase , the severity of the 
problem . fault increases . As the current drawn by the blower goes up , 
As the heater element deteriorates , the measured current the risk of a circuit breaker or internal protection mechanism 
may be delayed with respect to the baseline . As this delay tripping increases , which may lead to loss of heating . 
increases , and as the frequency of observing this delay 55 A permanent - split capacitor motor is a type of AC induc 
increases , a fault is predicted . This prediction indicates that tion motor . A fault in this motor may be detected based on 
the heater element may be reaching an end of lifetime and variation of power , power factor , and variation from a 
may cease to function in the near future . baseline . A fault in this motor , which may be used as a 
For electric heating , a current measurement that tracks a circulator blower , may be confirmed based on a differential 
baseline but then decreases below a threshold may indicate 60 air pressure . As the deviation increases , the severity of the 
that tripping ( which may be caused by overheating or fault increases . 
overcurrent conditions ) is occurring . A fault with spark ignition may be detected based on fault 
Aheating fault may be identified when , for a given call for of the furnace to progress passed the state at which the spark 
heat pattern , the supply / return air temperature split indicates ignition should ignite the air / fuel mixture . A baseline sig 
insufficient heating . The threshold may be set at a predeter - 65 nature of the spark igniter may be determined in the fre 
mined percentage of the expected supply / return air tempera - quency domain . Absence of this profile at the expected time 
ture split . may indicate that the spark igniter has failed to operate . 
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Meanwhile , when a profile corresponding to the spark to directly indicate a flow restriction in systems using a 
igniter is present but deviates from the baseline , this is an permanent split capacitor motor . 
indication that the spark igniter may be failing . As the Faults with compressor capacitors , including run and start 
variation from the baseline increases , the risk of fault capacitors , may be determined based on variations in power 
increases . In addition to current - based furnace state moni - 5 factor of the condenser monitor module . A rapid change in 
toring , the supply / return temperature split may verify that power factor may indicate an inoperative capacitor while a 
the heater has failed to commence heating . gradual change indicates a degrading capacitor . Because 
A hot surface igniter fault is detected based on analyzing capacitance varies with air pressure , outside air temperature 
current to determine furnace states . When the current profile may be used to normalize power factor and current data . A 
indicates that igniter retries have occurred , this may indicate 10 fault related to the circulator blower or inducer blower 
an impending fault of the hot surface igniter . In addition , resulting from an imbalanced bearing or a blade striking the 
changes in the igniter profile compared to a baseline may respective housing may be determined based on a variation 
indicate an impending fault . For example , an increase in in frequency domain current signature . 
drive level indicated in either time - domain or frequency - A general failure to cool may be assessed after 15 minutes 
domain current data , an increase in effective resistance , or 15 from the call for cool . A difference between a supply air 
frequency domain indication of internal arcing may indicate temperature and return air temperature indicates that little or 
an impending fault of the hot surface igniter . no cooling is taking place on the supply air . A similar failure 
A fault in the inducer fan or blower is detected based on to cool determination may be made after 30 minutes . If the 
heater states determined according to current . Faults may be system is unable to cool by 15 minutes but is able to cool by 
predicted based on frequency domain analysis of inducer fan 20 30 minutes , this may be an indication that operation of the 
operation that indicate operational problems , such as fan cooling system is degrading and a fault may occur soon . 
blades striking the fan housing , water being present in the Low refrigerant charge may be determined when , after a 
housing , bearing issues , etc . In various implementations , call for cool , supply and return temperature measurements 
analysis of the inducer fan may be performed during a time exhibit lack of cooling and a temperature differential 
window prior to the circulator blower beginning . The current 25 between refrigerant in the suction line and outside tempera 
drawn by the circulator blower may mask any current drawn ture varies from a baseline by more than a threshold . In 
by the inducer blower . addition , low charge may be indicated by decreasing power 
A fault in the fan pressure switch may be detected when consumed by the condenser unit . An overcharge condition of 
the time - domain current indicates that the furnace restarted the refrigerant can be determined when , after a call for cool , 
but blower fault does not appear to be present and ignition 30 a difference between liquid line temperature and outside air 
retries were not performed . In other words , the furnace may temperature is smaller than expected . A difference between 
be operating as expected with the issue that the fan pressure refrigerant temperature in the liquid line and outside tem 
switch does not recognize that the blower motor is not perature is low compared to a baseline when refrigerant is 
operating correctly . Service may be called to replace the fan overcharged . 
pressure switch . In various implementations , the fan pres - 35 Low indoor airflow may be assessed when a call for cool 
sure switch may fail gradually , and therefore an increase in and fan is present , and the differential between return and 
the number of furnace restarts attributed to the fan pressure supply air increases above a baseline , suction line decreases 
switch may indicate an impending fault with the fan pressure below a baseline , pressure increases , and indoor current 
switch . deviates from a baseline established according to the motor 
A flame probe fault is detected when a flame has been 40 type . Low outdoor airflow through the condenser is deter 
properly created , but the flame probe does not detect the mined when a call for cool is present , and a differential 
flame . This is determined when there are ignition retries but between refrigerant temperature in the liquid line and out 
frequency - domain data indicates that the igniter appears to side ambient temperature increases above a baseline and 
be operating properly . Frequency - domain data may also outdoor current also increases above a baseline . 
indicate that the gas valve is functioning properly , isolating 45 A possible flow restriction is detected when the return / 
the fault to the flame probe . A fault in the gas valve may be supply air temperature split and the liquid line temperature 
detected based on the sequence of states in the furnace as is low while a call for cool is present . An outdoor run 
indicated by the current . Although the amount of current capacitor fault may be declared when , while a call for cool 
drawn by the gas valve may be small , a signature corre - is present , power factor decreases rapidly . A general increase 
sponding to the gas valve may still be present in the 50 in power fault may be declared when a call for cool is 
frequency domain . When the signature is not present , and present and power increases above a baseline . The baseline 
the furnace does not run , the absence of the signature may may be normalized according to outside air temperature and 
indicate a fault with the gas valve . may be established during initial runs of the system , and / or 
A coil , such as an evaporator coil , may freeze , such as may be specified by a manufacturer . A general fault corre 
when inadequate airflow fails to deliver enough heat to 55 sponding to a decrease in capacity may be declared when a 
refrigerant in the coil . Detecting a freezing coil may rely on call for cool is present and the return / supply air temperature 
a combination of inputs , and depends on directional shifts in split , air pressure , and indoor current indicate a decrease in 
sensors including temperatures , voltage , time domain cur capacity . 
rent , frequency domain current , power factor , and power in a heat pump system , a general failure to heat fault may 
measurements . In addition , voltage , current , frequency 60 be declared after 15 minutes from when a call for heat 
domain current , and power data may allow other faults to be occurred and the supply / return air temperature split is below 
ruled out . a threshold . Similarly , a more severe fault is declared if the 
A dirty filter may be detected in light of changes in power supply / return air temperature split is below the same or 
current , and power factor coupled with a decrease in tem different threshold after 30 minutes . A low charge condition 
perature split and reduced pressure . The power , current , and 65 of the heat pump may be determined when a call for heat is 
power factor may be dependent on motor type . When a mass present and a supply / return air temperature split indicates a 
airflow sensor is available , the mass flow sensor may be able lack of heating , a difference between supply air and liquid 
can 
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line temperatures is less than a baseline , and a difference When a call for heat and a call for cool are present at the 
between return air temperature and liquid line temperature is same time , a fault with the thermostat or with the control 
less than a baseline . A high charge condition of the heat signal wiring is present . When independent communication 
pump may be determined when a call for heat is present , a between a monitor module and a thermostat is possible , such 
difference between supply air temperature and liquid line 5 as when a thermostat is Internet - enabled , thermostat com 
temperature is high , a difference between a liquid line mands can be compared to actual signals on control lines and 
temperature and return air temperature is low , and outdoor discrepancies indicate faults in control signal wiring . 
power increases . True efficiency , or true SEER , may be calculated using 
Low indoor airflow in a heat pump system , while a call for energy inputs and thermal output where mass flow is used to 
heat and fan are present , is detected when the supply / return " directly measure output . Envelope efficiency can be deter 
air temperature split is high , pressure increases , and indoor mined by comparing heat transfer during off cycles of the 
current deviates from a baseline , where the baseline is based HVAC system against thermal input to measure envelope 
on motor type . Low outdoor airflow on a heat pump is performance . The envelope refers to the conditioned space , 
detected when a call for heat is present , the supply / return air such as a house or building , and its ability to retain heat and 
temperature split indicates a lack of heating as a function of cool , which includes losses due to air leaks as well as 
outside air temperature , and outdoor power increases . effectiveness of insulation . 
A flow restriction in a heat pump system is determined An over - temperature determination may be made for the 
when a call for heat is present , supply / return air temperature air handler monitor module based on the indoor module 
split does not indicate heating is occurring , runtime is 20 temperature and the condenser monitor module based on the 
increasing , and a difference between supply air and liquid outside module temperature . When either of these tempera 
line temperature increases . A general increase in power tures exceeds a predetermined threshold , a fault is identified 
consumption fault for heat pump system may indicate a loss and service may be called to prevent damage to components , 
of efficiency , and is detected when a call for heat is present electrical or otherwise , of the air handler monitor module 
and power increases above a baseline as a function of 25 and the condenser monitor module . 
outside air temperature . A fault corresponding to disconnection of a current sensor 
A capacity decrease in a heat pump system may be can be generated when a measured current is zero or close 
determined when a call for heat is present , a supply / return to zero . Because the measured current is an aggregate 
air temperature split indicates a lack of heating , and pressure current and includes at least current provided to the corre 
split in indoor current indicate a decreased capacity . Outside 30 sponding monitor module , measured current should always 
air temperature affects capacity , and therefore the threshold be non - zero . A fault may be signaled when current sensor 
to declare a low capacity fault is adjusted in response to readings are out of range , where the range may be defined 
outside air temperature . by a design of the current sensor , and / or may be specified by 
A reversing valve fault is determined when a call for heat operating parameters of the system . 
is present but supply / return air temperature split indicates 35 Faults related to temperature sensors being opened or 
that cooling is occurring . Similarly , a reversing valve fault is shorted may be directly measured . More subtle temperature 
determined when a call for cool is present but supply / return sensor faults may be determined during an idle time of the 
air temperature split indicates that heating is occurring . HVAC system . As the HVAC system is not running , tem 
A defrost fault may be declared in response to outdoor peratures may converge . For example , supply air and return 
current , voltage , power , and power factor data , and supply / 40 air temperatures should converge on a single temperature , 
return air temperature split , refrigerant supply line tempera - while supply line and liquid line temperatures should also 
ture , suction line temperature , and outside air temperature converge . 
indicating that frost is occurring on the outdoor coil , and The indoor module temperature may approximately cor 
defrost has failed to activate . When a fault due to the respond to temperature in the supply and return air duct 
reversing valve is ruled out , a general defrost fault may be 45 work , potentially offset based on heat generated by the 
declared . control board . This generated heat may be characterized 
Excessive compressor tripping in a heat pump system during design and can therefore be subtracted out when 
may be determined when a call for cool or heating is present , estimating air temperature from the board temperature mea 
supply / return air temperature split lacks indication of the surements . 
requested cooling or heating , and outdoor fan motor current 50 Voltage alerts may signal a fault with the power supply to 
rapidly decreases . A fault for compressor short cycling due the air handler unit or the condensing unit , both high and low 
to pressure limits being exceeded may be detected when a limits are applied to the air handler unit voltage as well as 
call for cool is present , supply / return air temperature split the condensing unit voltage . 
does not indicate cooling , and there is a rapid decrease in Condensate sensor fault indicates that condensate water is 
outdoor current and a short runtime . A compressor bearing 55 backing up in the condensate tray which receives condensed 
fault may be declared when an FFT of outdoor current water from the evaporator coil , and in various implementa 
indicates changes in motor loading , support for this fault is tions , may also receive water produced by combustion in the 
provided by power factor measurement . A locked rotor of furnace . When the condensate sensor indicates that the level 
the compressor motor may be determined when excessive has been high for a longer period of time , or when the 
current is present at a time when the compressor is slow to 60 condensate sensor detects that the condensate sensor is fully 
start . A locked rotor is confirmed with power and power submerged in water , a more severe fault may be triggered 
factor measurements . indicating that action should be taken to avoid water over 
Thermostat short cycling is identified when a call for cool flow . 
is removed prior to a full cooling sequence being completed . If current exceeding a predetermined idle value is 
For example , this may occur when a supply register is too 65 detected but no call has been made for immediate cool or 
close to the thermostat , and leads to the thermostat prema - fan , a fault is declared . For example only , an electronically 
turely believing the house has reached a desired temperature . commutated motor ( ECM ) blower that is malfunctioning 
44 
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may start running even when not instructed to . This action technician through the elements where technician input is 
would be detected and generate a fault . required , and may automatically display data relevant to the 
When temperatures of the home fall outside of predefined element under consideration . 
limits a fault is declared . Temperatures of the home may be In FIG . 13A , control of an example triage process begins 
based on the average of temperature sensors , including 5 when an advisory is generated that indicates that indoor 
supply air and return air . The indoor module temperature current is detected without a corresponding call for heating , 
compensated by an offset may also be used to determine cooling , or fan . At 1504 , control of the triage process 
home temperature when the air handler unit is within the includes observing data related to the system that triggered 
conditioned space . the advisory . At 1508 , control determines whether the heat 
A compressor fault is declared when a call for cool results Its 10 ing , cooling , and fan control lines are zero ( inactive ) . If so , 
in current sufficient to run the condenser fan , but not enough the triage process begins at 1512 ; otherwise , a call appears to actually be present , and the advisory appears to be a false 
current to run the condenser fan and the compressor . A positive . Therefore , the triage process may submit the advi 
contactor fault may be declared when a call for cool has been sory to engineering review . 
made but no corresponding current increase is detected . 15 At 1512 , if the triage process determines whether the However , if a current sensor fault has been detected , that is current is greater than a threshold , such as 1 . 5 Amps , the 
considered to be the cause and therefore the contactor fault triage process continues at 1516 ; otherwise , the current is is preempted . not high enough to trigger an alert , and the advisory may be 
A contactor failure to open fault , such as when contactor submitted for engineering review . The threshold for current 
contacts weld , can be determined when the call for cool is 20 may be set to avoid false positives , such as from sensor 
removed but the current remains at the same level , indicating noise . At 1516 , if the system is transitioning from on to off , 
continued compressor operation . A fault may be declared the call may have been removed , but there may be some 
when a general purpose sensor has been changed and that residual current draw , such as from the fan continuing to run 
change was not expected . Similarly , when a general purpose for a predetermined period of time . If this transition is still 
sensor is disconnected and that disconnection was not 25 in progress , the triage process may submit this advisory for 
expected , a fault may be declared . engineering review ; otherwise , the advisory appears to have 
In systems where ultraviolet ( UV ) lights are used to been valid and the triage process continues at 1520 . 
control growth of mold and bacteria on the evaporator , a UV At 1520 , if current data , such as indoor and outdoor 
light sensor may monitor output of the UV light and indicate currents , and temperatures , including air and refrigerant 
when that light output falls below a threshold . 30 temperatures , are indicative of a normal run of the system , 
A sensor may detect a wet floor condition , and may be the triage process determines that there is a control line 
implemented as a conduction sensor where a decrease in monitoring failure . This may be submitted for engineering 
resistance indicates a presence of water . A general purpose review to assess if there are any configuration issues with the 
wet tray sensor indicates that a tray in which the air handler installation of the monitoring system . Because of the wide 
unit is located is retaining water . 35 variety in the industry of control lines and ways of actuating 
A condensate pump water sensor generates a fault when those control lines , an automatic alert may be undesirable 
a water level in the condensate pump is above a threshold . when it appears that there is a control line monitoring 
Condensate pumps may be used where a drain is not failure . Upon engineering review , the engineer may deter 
available , including in many attic mount systems . In some mine that there is a loose connection to the control line and 
buildings , a sump pump is dug below grade and a pump is 40 generate a corresponding alert manually . At 1520 , if the 
installed to pump out water before the water leaches into the triage process determines that the HVAC system is not 
foundation . For example , in a residence , a corner of the experiencing a normal run , the triage process sends an alert 
basement in areas that have a relatively high water table may indicating an unexpected current draw . 
have a sump pump . Although the sump pump may not be In each of these triage processes , the alert that is sent may 
directly related to the HVAC system , a high level of water 45 be sent to the contractor and / or to the customer . There may 
in the sump pump may indicate that the pump has failed or be various settings determining which alerts are sent to 
that it is not able to keep up with the water entering the whom , and at what time those alerts can be sent . Alerts 
sump . occurring outside of those times may be buffered for later 
Faults or performance issues that can be detected and / or sending , or may be addressed differently . For example , an 
predicted programmatically may be referred to as advisories . 50 alert that would ordinarily be sent to both a contractor and 
For example , advisories may be generated for faults or a customer if occurring during the day may instead be sent 
performance issues based on various sensor inputs as only to the contractor if occurring late in evening . 
described above in FIGS . 12A - 12Q . As discussed above , In FIG . 13B , control of an example triage process begins 
advisories may be reviewed by a technician to assess when an advisory is generated indicating a problem with the 
whether the advisory is a false positive and to provide 55 furnace starting . At 1604 , the triage process involves observ 
additional information in any alert that is sent . For example , ing current vs . time and previous heating run data . At 1608 , 
the technician may be able to narrow down likely causes of if an inducer fan is present in the furnace system , control of 
detected or predicted problems . the triage process transfers to 1612 ; otherwise , control 
In FIGS . 13A - 13F , examples of triaging procedures for a transfers to 1616 . At 1612 , if an absence of the inducer fan 
small sample of potential advisories are shown . The triaging 60 is observed , control transfers to 1620 ; otherwise , control 
procedures may be performed programmatically and / or with transfers to 1624 . At 1624 , if a retry of the inducer fan is 
input from the technician . Which portions rely on input from observed , control transfers to 1620 ; otherwise , control 
the technician may vary over time . For example , as heuris - returns to 1616 . 
tics become more accurate and false positives in certain At 1616 , control determines whether there is an igniter , 
scenarios decrease , the technician may be bypassed for 65 such as a hot surface igniter , in the furnace system . If so , 
particular elements of the triage process . The computing control transfers to 1628 ; otherwise , control transfers to 
system administering the triage process may guide the 1632 . At 1628 , if an absence of the igniter is observed ( based 
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on observing current vs . time ) , control transfers to 1620 ; due to this temperature change and the advisory is closed ; 
otherwise , control transfers to 1636 . At 1636 , if a retry of the otherwise , control transfers to 1720 . If there was severe 
igniter is observed , control transfers to 1620 ; otherwise , weather in the area where the system that triggered the 
control transfers to 1632 . At 1632 , if a sparker ignition advisory was operating , this could also explain the decrease 
system is present in the furnace system , control transfers to 5 in power factor , and the advisory is closed ; otherwise , the 
1640 ; otherwise , control transfers to 1644 . advisory is sent for engineering review . 
At 1640 , if the start of the circulator blower is delayed by In FIG . 13D , control of an example triage process begins 
more than a threshold period of time , control transfers to in response to an advisory indicating a circular blower signal 
1620 ; otherwise , control transfers to 1644 . At 1644 , if an anomaly . At 1804 , control determines whether there is a 
abnormal furnace shutdown or restart is observed , control 10 deviation of the blower signal of a baseline . For example , 
transfers to 1620 ; otherwise , the advisory is closed . When an this may refer to the current consumed by the circulator 
advisory is closed , the advisory is logged and any notes or blower in either the time domain or frequency domain . If 
inputs received from the technician may be recorded for this deviation is observed , control transfers to 1808 ; other 
later analysis , either for the specific furnace system that wise , control transfers to 1812 . The deviation may be 
triggered the advisory or for anonymized bulk analysis . 15 evidenced as fluctuations from a steady state value , and may 
At 1620 , if more than a certain number of failures have include a sudden drop to a lower - than - expected value . At 
occurred within a predetermined period of time , such as 1808 , if the system is in a heating mode , control transfers to 
three failures within the last four days , control transfers to 1816 ; otherwise , control transfers to 1820 . At 1820 , if the 
1648 ; otherwise , the advisory is closed . At 1648 , the most system is in a cooling mode , control transfers to 1824 ; 
likely source of the problem is determined . The triage 20 otherwise , the advisory is sent for engineering review as the 
process may identify the most likely source of the problem system apparently is neither the heating nor the cooling 
based on charts of current and temperatures and specifically mode . 
a determination of at what point in the furnace startup Returning to 1816 , if the temperature split ( supply air 
sequence did the charts indicate that the furnace deviated temperature minus return air temperature ) is greater than a 
from normal operation . If the most likely source is deter - 25 first threshold , corresponding to an unusually high tempera 
mined to be the inducer fan , control sends an alert indicating ture split , control transfers to 1828 ; otherwise , the advisory 
a problem with the inducer fan . If , instead , the most likely is submitted for engineering review . At 1824 , if the tem 
source of the problem is the igniter ( or sparker ) , control perature split is less than a second threshold , which may 
sends an alert indicating a potential issue with the igniter ( or correspond to an abnormally low temperature split , control 
sparker ) 30 transfers to 1828 ; otherwise , the advisory is submitted for 
The determination of the most likely source of the prob - engineering review . 
lem may be based on the identity of the at least 3 failures At 1828 , control determines whether a pressure differen 
from the past 4 days ( or whatever other threshold and tial across the circulator blower is less than a predetermined 
timeframe is used in 1620 ) . For example , when 1620 is threshold . If so , an alert is sent indicating a problem with the 
arrived at from either 1612 or 1624 , the failure may be 35 circulator blower ; otherwise , the advisory is submitted for 
attributed to the inducer fan , while when 1620 is arrived at engineering review . In systems where a differential pressure 
from 1628 or 1636 , the failure may be attributed to the sensor is omitted , 1828 may be omitted , and the blower alert 
igniter . Similarly , when 1620 is arrived at from 1640 , the may be sent without reference to pressure . Alternatively , 
failure may be attributed to the sparker . The most likely additional checks may be put in place to compensate for the 
source of the problem may be determined based on whether 40 lack of pressure data . 
one of these three sources was identified in a majority of the Returning to 1812 , if the blower motor is a permanent 
failures considered by 1620 . In the implementation where split capacitor ( PSC ) motor , control transfers to 1832 ; oth 
1620 is triggered by 3 failures , 2 failures attributed to , for erwise , the advisory is submitted for engineering review . At 
example , the inducer fan may indicate that the inducer fan 1832 , control determines whether the signature correspond 
is the most likely source of the problem . In various imple - 45 ing to PSC overshoot is missing from the current trace of the 
mentations , failures occurring before the timeframe ana - system . If so , control transfers to 1808 ; otherwise , the 
lyzed in 1620 may also inform the determination of the most advisory is submitted for engineering review . Absence of the 
likely source of the problem . For example , previously deter PSC overshoot may be evidenced by the current staying at 
mined errors may be weighted , so that the earlier the error an overshoot peak level and not falling off after the peak . 
occurred , the lower weight it is assigned . 50 In FIG . 13E , control of an example triage process begins 
In FIG . 13C , control of an example triage process begins in response to an advisory indicating loss of cooling . At 
when an advisory is generated indicating that the run capaci - 1904 , if the cooling loss has been present for longer than a 
tor of a compressor is failing . At 1704 , control of the triage predetermined period of time , such as 30 minutes , control 
process opens files corresponding to data that triggered the may automatically send a cooling alert ; otherwise , control 
advisory . At 1708 , control determines whether the power 55 continues at 1908 . At 1908 , current and previous heating run 
factor decreased by more than a predetermined threshold , data is observed . At 1912 , control determines whether the 
such as 15 % , and then remained low for the period during system is a heat pump that is currently heating . If so , control 
which the advisory was generated . If so , control transfers to transfers to 1916 ; otherwise , if the heat pump is not currently 
1712 ; otherwise , the advisory is submitted for engineering heating or the system uses an air conditioner , control trans 
review . 60 fers to 1920 . 
At 1712 , control determines whether the current increased At 1916 , the triage process refers to temperature and 
by at least a predetermined amount , such as 15 % . If so , an pressure values to determine whether the heat pump is 
alert is sent indicating a problem with the compressor run actually heating or simply defrosting . If defrosting , control 
capacitor ; otherwise , control transfers to 1716 . If an outside transfers to 1920 ; otherwise , the advisory is escalated for 
temperature change is greater than a threshold ( alternatively , 65 further review , as the heat pump generally should not be 
if an absolute value of an outside temperature change is heating when a call for cooling is present . The escalated 
greater than the threshold ) , the power factor decrease may be advisory from 1916 may indicate a fault with a reversing 
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valve of the heat pump , or control of the reversing valve . module may refer to , be part of , or include an Application 
Control errors may result from improper configuration or Specific Integrated Circuit ( ASIC ) ; a digital , analog , or 
installation of the thermostat , or errors in the indoor unit or mixed analog / digital discrete circuit ; a digital , analog , or 
outdoor unit control . At 1920 , if the temperature split is mixed analog / digital integrated circuit ; a combinational 
greater than - 6° F . , control transfers to 1924 ; otherwise , the 5 logic circuit ; a field programmable gate array ( FPGA ) ; a 
advisory is submitted for engineering review . processor ( shared , dedicated , or group ) that executes code ; 
At 1924 , control determines whether there is at least a memory ( shared , dedicated , or group ) that stores code 
predetermined amount of off time between cycles . If not , a executed by a processor ; other suitable hardware compo 
short cycle timer in the system may be operating to prevent nents that provide the described functionality ; or a combi 
damage to the system . This operation may explain the loss 10 nation of some or all of the above , such as in a system - on 
of cooling advisory . The advisory may therefore be closed . chip . 
If the minimum off time is being observed between cycles , The term code , as used above , may include software , 
control transfers to 1928 . firmware , and / or microcode , and may refer to programs , 
At 1928 , if the outside temperature is greater than a routines , functions , classes , and / or objects . The term shared 
predetermined threshold , such as 70° F . , control transfers to 15 processor encompasses a single processor that executes 
FIG . 13F ; otherwise , control transfers to 1932 . At 1932 , some or all code from multiple modules . The term group 
control determines whether the liquid line refrigerant tem - processor encompasses a processor that , in combination 
perature is greater than the outside air temperature plus an with additional processors , executes some or all code from 
offset , such as 30° F . If so , control transfers to 1936 ; one or more modules . The term shared memory encom 
otherwise , control transfers to FIG . 13F . At 1936 , control 20 passes a single memory that stores some or all code from 
determines whether this advisory is the second consecutive multiple modules . The term group memory encompasses a 
advisory for loss of cooling . If so , control sends an alert memory that , in combination with additional memories , 
indicating low ambient temperature , as HVAC systems may stores some or all code from one or more modules . The term 
have difficulty cooling a home when the outside air tem memory may be a subset of the term computer - readable 
perature is low . Otherwise , the advisory may be escalated . 25 medium . The term computer - readable medium does not 
In FIG . 13F , control of the manual triage process enters at encompass transitory electrical and electromagnetic signals 
1940 , where if the communication between the indoor and propagating through a medium , and may therefore be con 
outdoor monitor modules is functioning , control transfers to sidered tangible and non - transitory . Non - limiting examples 
1944 ; otherwise , control transfers to 1948 . At 1944 , control of a non - transitory tangible computer readable medium 
determines whether a call for cooling is observed , but there 30 include nonvolatile memory , volatile memory , magnetic 
are no communications between the indoor and outdoor storage , and optical storage . 
monitor modules . If so , an alert is sent indicating commu - The apparatuses and methods described in this application 
nication problems ; otherwise , control transfers to 1952 . may be partially or fully implemented by one or more 
At 1948 , control determines whether indoor temperatures computer programs executed by one or more processors . 
indicate that the system is actually running . If so , control 35 The computer programs include processor - executable 
transfers to 1944 ; otherwise , it appears that the condensing instructions that are stored on at least one non - transitory 
unit is not operating and an alert is sent indicating a problem tangible computer readable medium . The computer pro 
with the condensing unit . At 1952 , control determines grams may also include and / or rely on stored data . 
whether evidence of a condensing fan problem is present , What is claimed is : 
which may include a higher - than - expected liquid line tem - 40 1 . A monitoring system for a heating , ventilation , and air 
perature . If so , an alert indicating a problem with the conditioning ( HVAC ) system of a building , the monitoring 
condensing fan is sent ; otherwise , control transfers to 1956 . system comprising : 
At 1956 , control determines whether there is evidence of a monitoring server , located remotely from the building , 
a frozen coil , such as low suction temperature . If so , an alert configured to : 
is sent indicating a problem with a frozen coil ; otherwise , 45 receive , from a monitoring device installed at the 
control transfers to 1960 . At 1960 , control determines building , ( i ) time - domain current data based on a 
whether there is evidence of compressor protections , such as measured aggregate current supplied to a plurality of 
thermal or pressure cutout switches , engaging . If so , an alert components of the HVAC system and ( ii ) data based 
is sent indicating a problem with the compressor ; otherwise , on frequency - domain current data of the measured 
an alert is sent indicating a general unspecified cooling 50 aggregate current ; and 
problem . based on the received data , ( i ) assess whether a failure 
The foregoing description is merely illustrative in nature has occurred in a first component of the plurality of 
and is in no way intended to limit the disclosure , its components of the HVAC system and ( ii ) generate a 
application , or uses . The broad teachings of the disclosure first preliminary advisory in response to determining 
can be implemented in a variety of forms . Therefore , while 55 that the failure has occurred in the first component ; 
this disclosure includes particular examples , the true scope and 
of the disclosure should not be so limited since other a review server , located remotely from the building , 
modifications will become apparent upon a study of the configured to : 
drawings , the specification , and the following claims . As compare a metric associated with the first preliminary 
used herein , the phrase at least one of A , B , and C should be 60 advisory to a threshold value ; 
construed to mean a logical ( A or B or C ) , using a non in response to the metric being on a first side of the 
exclusive logical OR . It should be understood that one or threshold value , close the first preliminary advisory ; 
more steps within a method may be executed in different and 
order ( or concurrently ) without altering the principles of the in response to the metric being on another side of the 
present disclosure . 65 threshold value : 
In this application , including the definitions below , the provide the first preliminary advisory as a first advi 
term module may be replaced with the term circuit . The term sory to a technician for review ; 
49 
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in response to a verification from the technician that a count of observed retries of actuating the inducer fan ; 
the failure has occurred in the first component , 
transmit a first alert based on the first advisory ; a count of observed instances of evidence of operation 
in response to a determination from the technician of the inducer fan being absent . 
that a cause of the failure is not consistent with a 5 8 . The monitoring system of claim 7 , wherein : 
description of the first advisory , ( i ) modify the first the metric is limited to events in a most recent time 
advisory and ( ii ) transmit the first alert based on period ; 
the modified first advisory ; and the most recent time period has a predetermined length ; 
in response to a determination from the technician and 
that the failure has not occurred in the first com - 10 the threshold value is a predetermined count . 
ponent , prevent transmission of the first alert . 9 . The monitoring system of claim 1 , wherein : 
2 . The monitoring system of claim 1 , wherein the moni the first preliminary advisory is related to a heating 
toring server is further configured to : subsystem of the HVAC system ; 
assess ( i ) whether a failure has occurred in a second the heating subsystem of the HVAC system includes a 
component of the plurality of components and ( ii ) 15 circulator blower ; 
generate a second preliminary advisory in response to in response to the heating subsystem of the HVAC system 
determining that the failure has occurred in the second including an igniter , the metric is based on at least one 
component ; of : 
in response to a metric associated with the second pre a count of observed retries of actuating the igniter , and 
liminary advisory being on a first side of a second 20 a count of observed instances of evidence of operation 
threshold value , provide the second preliminary advi of the igniter being absent ; and 
sory as a second advisory to the technician ; and in response to the heating subsystem of the HVAC system 
in response to the metric associated with the second including a sparker , the metric is based on a count of 
preliminary advisory being on another side of the observed instances of a start of the circulator blower 
second threshold value , close the second preliminary 25 being delayed by more than a threshold period of time . 
advisory . 10 . The monitoring system of claim 9 , wherein : 
3 . The monitoring system of claim 1 , wherein the moni the metric is limited to events in a most recent time 
toring server is configured to transmit the first alert to at least period ; 
one of a customer and a contractor . the most recent time period has a predetermined length ; 
4 . The monitoring system of claim 1 , wherein the moni - 30 and 
toring device is configured to measure voltage and use the threshold value is a predetermined count . 
measured voltage data to normalize the time - domain current 11 . The monitoring system of claim 9 , wherein : 
data . in response to the HVAC system including an inducer fan 
5 . The monitoring system of claim 1 , further comprising and the igniter : 
a decimation filter configured to perform a decimation 35 the count of observed retries of actuating the igniter is 
operation on at least one of ( i ) the time - domain current data limited to instances where no absence or retry of the 
based on the measured aggregate current and ( ii ) the data inducer fan is observed ; and 
based on frequency - domain current data of the measured the count of observed instances of evidence of opera 
aggregate current . tion of the igniter being absent is limited to instances 
6 . The monitoring system of claim 1 , wherein : 40 where no absence or retry of the inducer fan is 
the received data includes status of at least one of a observed ; and 
heating line , a cooling line , and a fan control line ; in response to the heating subsystem of the HVAC system 
the received data includes temperature readings of the including the inducer fan and the sparker : 
HVAC system ; the count of observed instances of the circulator blower 
the monitoring server is configured to generate the first 45 start being delayed is limited to instances where no 
preliminary advisory in response to detection of current absence or retry of the inducer fan is observed . 
in the HVAC system absent a contemporary call for 12 . The monitoring system of claim 9 , wherein in 
heating , cooling , or fan ; response to the HVAC system including an inducer fan and 
the metric is current ; at least one of the igniter and the sparker : 
the threshold value is a predetermined current value ; and 50 the metric is based on at least one of : 
the review server is further configured to : a count of observed retries of actuating the inducer fan ; 
determine whether the HVAC system is transitioning and 
from on to off ; a count of observed instances of evidence of operation 
in response to determining that the HVAC system is not of the inducer fan being absent ; 
transitioning from on to off , compare current data 55 the review server is configured to , in response to the 
and temperature data from the received data to data metric being on the another side of the threshold value , 
from normal HVAC operation ; and determine a most likely source of a problem ; 
in response to the current data and temperature data the metric is based on a sum of ( i ) a first count that is 
being inconsistent with normal HVAC operation , related to the inducer fan and ( ii ) a second count that is 
provide an unexpected current draw alert as the first 60 related to the at least one of the igniter and the sparker ; 
advisory to the technician . 
7 . The monitoring system of claim 1 , wherein : the inducer fan is determined to be the most likely source 
the first preliminary advisory is related to a heating of the problem in response to the first count being 
subsystem of the HVAC system ; and greater than the second count . 
in response to the heating subsystem of the HVAC system 65 13 . The monitoring system of claim 1 , wherein : 
including an inducer fan , the metric is based on at least the first preliminary advisory is related to a heating 
one of : subsystem of the HVAC system ; 
and 
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the metric is based on a count of abnormal cycles of the HVAC system and a pressure of air on a return side heating subsystem ; and of the HVAC system ; and 
the abnormal cycles of the heating subsystem include transmit a circulator blower alert as the first alert in 
restarts of the heating subsystem and shutdowns of the response to concurrence of ( i ) the HVAC system 
heating subsystem not resulting from completion of a 5 being in a heating mode , ( ii ) the temperature split 
call for heat . being greater than a first temperature threshold , and 
14 . The monitoring system of claim 1 , wherein : ( iii ) the pressure differential being less than a pre 
the first preliminary advisory is related to a run capacitor determined pressure value . 
of a compressor of the HVAC system ; 17 . The monitoring system of claim 16 , wherein the 
the monitoring server is configured to receive power 10 review server is further configured to , in response to the 
factor data ; metric being on the another side of the threshold value : 
the metric is power factor ; and transmit the circulator blower alert as the first alert in 
the review server is further configured to , in response to response to concurrence of ( i ) the HVAC system being 
( i ) the metric being on the another side of the threshold in a cooling mode , ( ii ) the temperature split being 
value and ( ii ) an increase in current being greater than 15 greater than a second temperature threshold , and ( iii ) 
a predetermined threshold : the pressure differential being less than the predeter 
prevent provisioning of the first preliminary advisory to mined pressure value . 
the technician for review ; and 18 . The monitoring system of claim 1 , wherein : 
transmit a run capacitor alert as the first alert . the first preliminary advisory indicates a loss of cooling 
15 . The monitoring system of claim 14 , wherein the 20 ability by the HVAC system ; 
review server is further configured to , in response to ( i ) the the metric is off time between cycles ; and 
metric being on the another side of the threshold value and the review server is further configured to , in response to ( ii ) the increase in current being less than the predetermined the metric being on the another side of the threshold 
threshold : value : 
determine whether a temperature outside of the building 25 transmit a low ambient temperature alert as the first 
has changed by more than a threshold temperature alert in response to concurrence of ( i ) a temperature 
difference ; and of ambient air surrounding the building being less 
in response to determining that the temperature outside of than a predetermined temperature threshold and ( ii ) 
the building has changed by more than the threshold a temperature of a compressor system liquid line 
temperature difference : being more than a predetermined offset threshold 
prevent provision of the first preliminary advisory to above the temperature of ambient air surrounding the 
the technician for review ; and building . 19 . The monitoring system of claim 18 , wherein the close the first preliminary advisory . 
16 . The monitoring system of claim 1 , wherein : review server is further configured to transmit a cooling alert 
the metric is a current associated with a circulator blower 35 as the first alert in response to a duration of the loss of 
of the HVAC system ; cooling ability exceeding a predetermined period . 
the threshold value is based on a baseline of current 20 . The monitoring system of claim 18 , wherein the 
established for the circulator blower ; and review server is further configured to : 
the review server is further configured to , in response to determine a temperature split based on a difference 
the metric being on the another side of the threshold 40 between a temperature of air on a supply side of the 
value : HVAC system and a temperature of air on a return side of the HVAC system ; and determine a temperature split based on a difference 
between a temperature of air on a supply side of the prior to comparing the metric to the threshold value , and 
HVAC system and a temperature of air on a return in response to the temperature split being less than a 
side of the HVAC system ; predetermined value , provide the first preliminary advi 
determine a pressure differential based on a difference sory as the first advisory to the technician . 
between a pressure of air on a supply side of the 
30 
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